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It has been my privledge to have fallen over backwards in a number of in* 
teresting devices. As a matter of fact, my friends have been prompting this 
vice for years as it is always after such a minor catastrophe that the famous 
Fassbinder After Dinner Story blossoms forth. Research has shown that a sudden 
descent backwards from the table is practically the only way to produce one of 
these stories, except perhaps to wine and dine Fassbinder extensivelybon exotic 
vermouths and champagnes. My friends hve found it cheaper to upset me in a chair, 
however, and the wining and dining is usually strictly plebian.

Thus it is that whenever I am invited out, I arrive to discover that while 
the rest of the guests are going to dine in rare old antique chairs, or Louis 
XV, or Teakwood collector’s items, the chair at Fassbinder’s place is an old 
relic from the attic or the servants’ quarters; I know that I may expect an up
set some time before the last course is served, but I pretend to ignore the 
whole thing, usually passing the chair off as the most antique of the lot."Good 
old Fassbinder is a gem,” they always say. . And someone always replies," yeah, 
just like a razor,"

Falling over backwards in a chair used to be the acme of Shocks
The reaction would vary, depending on the chair, but each time, when struggling 
to my feet, I invariably burst out in a Famous Fassbinder After pinner story. 
(This title is copyrighted and may not be used without the author’s permission,) 
People Used to give me about this phenomenon somwhere during the entree, "row 
Carlton,” one of the minor wits would smirk, ” I want you to engage in'a brill-' 
iant conversation,” Since the evening when I answered with a maicious," I will, 
just as soon as I shine my teeth," they have been content just to let mo eat in 
silence untill the upset. As a matter of fact, some guests are downright rude 
about my feelings untill after the upset.

I could regale you with tales of many novel and ingoniiious methods usdd by 
various hosts to tilt me backwards and downwards without previous warning, but 
those are only superfluous technical data and may prove boring. Anyway, all 
that is over. All that ceased since the day in Charlie Hofer’s office when I 
went over in a swivel chair.

Now, in an ordihary straight-backed chair, when one loses his balance and 
falls over backwards, the motion is that of a rapidly accelerating curve, end
ing in a shattering bump and, naturqlly, leaving the victim in a dazed condition. 
As I have said, previously, this was always sufficient to sot off the passbinder 
yarn.

In a swivel chair, as I have found in that vainglorious moment at Hofor’s,
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the effect is far more sensation. As I recall, Charlie and I were discussingg 
a new sales campaign for his 17 foot-Oxnard-Classics-shelf-of Books, I'was leaan- 
ing back in his office chair. In fact, an impish voice kept whispering,” Farther, 
just a wee bit farther!” And I, in a sudden daring mood, backward
imperceptibly, thrilling as the danger of my situation increased.

And then it happened! 
4 4 •

You see, in a swivel chair, as one leans back more and more, the three'legs 
of the tripod base remain on the floor while the seat itself bends rearward, 
building up tension'on the springs. The point of overbalance is attained, and 
I, the experimenter, am breathless with anticipation,

The tripod base snaps up, out from under the chair, and resumes its normal 
position in relation to the seat. And for a brief moment the chair and its 
occupant are suspended at a 45 degree angle in the airj

In that moment, sitting up there in mid-air, I felt all, I know all?. The 
world was at my feet! The most treasured secrets of life were mine! I was one 
with the universe,' And then there was the unparalleled descent to the floc±, 
and the shattering, tingling shock of the crash,

Charlie Hofer rushed over to me. ” Curlton, Carlton,” he shouted, say 
something! Say something! ” ” Oh Carlton, that look, that unearthly look on 
your face!”

” Whee,” I said, making peculiar gesticulating motions with my hands.

’’Carlton,” Charlie shouted again, shaking me violently, ” Toll me, tell me, 
what was it like? Oh that must havo been glorious!"

I arose, tingling with electrical currents. I righted the chair, sat down, 
and once again tilted back sloWly, daring the brink of Paradise • • • My heart 
thundered; slowly I eased back, letting the seat bend slowly. My toungo hung 
out of my mouth, Hofer stared popeyed.

Crack!

Once again I sat suspended in mid air. Once again, I was God, Jupiter, 
Apollo, Zarathustra, and all the rest, all rolled into one. I was just beggin- 
ing to see the True Concept Of The World when it was blotted out by the face of 
the desk cutting across the view as I descended abruptly to the floor.

To shorten a long story, I practiced falling in Hofer’s chair untill about 
4:30 that afternoon, at which time the tripod broke into several pieces from 
the strain, Charlie Quickly went around to several other offices and’rounded up 
a half a dozen chairs, which lasted far into the night. By that time, whenever 
I arose, instead of bursting forth into an After Dinner Story, I spewed forth 
deep philosophical contemplation, or dictated, at an incredible pace, mathe
matical formulae and concepts for tho construction of machines to alleviate 
all man*s problems,

A few nightd later, when at'a dinner held by the Ro^r ^dmital Buckner b. 
Bowlingreen Society; I was upset, as was my usual misfortune, by a very ingen
uous host. However, instead of bursting in to my After Dinner story, which had



.been'schedualed as the highlight of the evening. I growled unprintable obscen
ities, picked up a chairi and soundly beat my host over the crown with it, pausing 
on my way out to invert the soup tureen on Rear Admiral Bowlingreen1s head I left 
the banquet hall in utter chaos

Since then I have been spurned by all my former hosts. I sit in Hofer^s 
office, falling backwards in swivel chairs for hours on end* Hofer procures them 
for me from all sorts of unimaginable and obscure places? But soon the crisis 
will come. The WPB recently issued 'an order halting the manufacture of swivel 
chairs, and when the available supply is exausted, I will be driven to utter frus
tration'. As an emergency measure, I have comtemplated experiments with ton foot 
ladders, climbing to the top of them while Charlie holds them erect, then falling 
backwards- in a ten foot arc.

Who knows what cosmic secrets I may discover then?

YOU HAVE JUST FINISHED READING ONE OF THE OBSERVATIONS MADE BY DR. FASSBINDER IN 
THE FORTHCOMING BOOKLET .............................

THE BEDSIDE

There are several other stories, essays, observations, and satire schcdualcd for 
THE BEDSIDE FSAABINDER, Material which isn’t science-fictional, but is sure to 
be of interest to fans who have read articles by Fassbinder in such magazines as 
FANTASITE, THE DAMM THING, FAN SLANTS, FAN NOTES, VOICE OF THE IMAGINATION, and 
other non-fan publications,

OTHER SCHEDUALED ITEMS INCLUDE

HOME WAS NEVER LIKE THIS, an example of academic erudition for college folk,

MAY I HAVE THe NEXT DANCE? in which Fassbinder analyzes the Capabilities of 
of laundry drivers for hero parts, as requested 
in Writer’s Digest bu the Editor of YOURS mag.

MY SISTER IS NOT OF AGE YET, whorin the troubles (linguistic) of a Teutonic 
tourist of the last century in London of the last 
century are commented upon a la Fassbinder.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE LAST TRIP OF THE GREAT BEELZEBUB, the hitherto secret 
truth about the last steam elevator on the Aner- 
ican Continent,

Not to mention others equally as fantastic, out of joint, and hilarious? wg hope 
to get this thing out by April 15, 1943. A little cash to help pay seme of the 
preliminary expenses will assure publication.' Drop 25^ to T. Bruce Yorke (Fass
binder’s' agent) , 1225 Gorddn St, Hollywood 38, California. The thing will come 
out, but, we don't want to lose too much money on it, slanies.



INTRODUCES Some New Fans
BY THE WAY OF INTRODUCTION, I should outline breifly the purpose of 

doTqrm. Thore arc many quite active fans at tho present tine who are virtually 
unknown in fandom, and in lino with tho FAN SLANTS policy of bringing now and 
unknown fans into an active role, the editors have asked me to furnish a regular 
column which will T them with each other and fandom*

FRANKLIN LEE ' l/LDV.'N, is scarely what one would consider a new fan* H© has 
been roading and collecting tho stuff since way back when, and is mainly interes
ted in literate weird and fantastic fiction* His collection is not as largo as 
many, but is particlarily choice, being excoptionly strong oh oarly WT* His act
ivities have boon spread out over a period of 12 o± 13 yehrs^ and has included 
exaustivo corcspondonco with tho groat namos of tho fiold, particularily H.P. 
Lovecraft. In tho oarly days of fanzonos. Loo took a very active part. His 
column of nows and views----WITHIN THE CIRCLE-—being one of tho more popular 
features of tho FANTASY FAN^ and later FANTASY MAGAZINE. Tho doath of Lovocraft 
made fantasy and fandom utterly impossible for loo for a number of years* but 
his groif had become somewhat mollowod in 1942 at tho timo tho ACOLYTE’S first 
issue and he has since somewhat revived WITHIN THE CIRCLE as a regular feature 
of tho magazine. His other activities have included contributions to tho reader»s 
column of LIGHT, PARADOX, and VCM, also several others: and particularily wido 
correspondence largely devoted to (1) digging up supor material for tho ACOLYTE, 
and (2) and conducting various researches along Fortean lines* in addition^ he 
makes a practive of subscribing to ever# fanzine published, often taking several 
copies of each issue in order to help tho younger editors got started* loo»s 
othor main interest is music. His collection of hot'jazz records is largo and 
comprohonsivo, and ho'is an acomplishod piano player. Baldwin is married and 
lives in Grangervillo, Idaho.' Ho is always glad to heart from fans and others 
with similar interests to his. ' — - -

C.J. FERN Jr, is actually a psuodonym for JOHAN SEBASTIAN FOUT. Ho'also 
answe-rs to tho name of "Miko". Mr. Fout is a rather quiet little follow, whoso 
main interest in life is short wave communications. Ho also roads a groat deal 
of stfJ and takes an active part in tho affairs of tho LASFS* Origionally from 
Hawaii, whore his father owns a small radio station, Miko camo to the mainland 
as an omployoo of the OWI at San Fransisco’, then after severing collections with 
tho OWI, like all true fans ho migrated to Shangri-la. Ho conducts a'largo 
correspondence nihong tho hams and published a monthly mimcod bulloton, SHORT 
WAVE INFORMATION, a mag dealing with the technical trivia of radio, and listing 
all available stations and broadcasts. His largo and complicated radio is ono 
of tho features of tho clubroom. Of course'Mr. Fouts radio gets nothing but
static: honever he can put On his earphones^ and the static thoroughly drowns
out the prattle of the club, enabling him to read his stf in peace------or it may
bo that he sits there waiting for telvision to come in so that he can actually
soo what tho static looks like. In any case’, Miko’is a nice guy to have around 
tho club room, good naturod, and easily imposed on. Most of tho dirty work 
around tho club is unloaded upon Mikos bowed but willing shoulders, ^his alone 
is enough to earn him mention in this column boy doos this club have a lot of 
dirty work to unload;

' FORREST J ACKERMAN* At ono time this namo was widloy known throughout fan
dom, but ho has faded into obscurity with tho meteoric rise of of King BOOb* 
However, this ostwhile number ono face has expressed tho dosiro to become re
established in fandom. and would like to hoar from othor now fans*
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• * *, . ’ ♦ •
Science fiction writers, today, or possibly I should say wierd story authors 

are passing up many great.ideas for stories by not doing a little research .inti 
Egyptian mythology. The complicated network of relationships between the minor •; 
and‘ma j or gods is as complicated as the 'Cthulhu mythology of Lovecraft- ’’Truth 
is stranger than fiction"; that phrase has been used for years on alj. subjects 
and and few fans could possibly concieve that this is true in the o tsider and 
others. But to give you a little insight in to the gods of Egypt.

Apart from the ?gods", the Egyptians believed in one great god, the creator 
of all things; but they regarded him as remote frok the the affairs of daily life, 
and ironically enough remote from all contact and ‘association. This god, osiris, 
we here the most about. Little is heard of the lesser gods invented by the .early 
Eg-yptiand to whom the’appealed for help’ ip times of trouble; some of these wore 
benevolent toward men, other malevolent, and the* Egyptians made offerings to both 
kinds. An ‘excellent example of this double diety is tho two gods gekimet and 
Bast. They were both gods in human form with the head of a cat. you can viowex- 
amples of thior "statuary likeness in almost any museum in the unintod states. 
Tho Egyptians tried to gain favor with the good gods and arrest the evil influence 
and‘ducts by performing magical cetenonies, and by tho use of amulets, also 
by the recital of spells and incontations.

Practically all of the se spells and incontations wore recorded on papyrus 
rolls' and preserved for modorh archaeologists. The oarlies religious texts 
kndwn are a mixture of spells, incantations'and words of power, -which were w it en 
to protect the dead king in the other world, and were arranged in chapters, under 
the Xll dynasty, selections of those, to which were added selections of a later 
dhte wore written in cursave heiroglphs upon the coffins of-.men of high rank, 
who hoped by their use to gain acess to heaven, which under tho yll th dynast was 
believed to be inhabited by gods and kings only.

The- newer’chapters represent a higher phase of religious belief, due chief
ly to the growing influence of tho doctrines of Osiris which promised ressurec- 
tion to any follower who had led a life of truth and sicority on earth. Everlasting 
life was no longer a porogntive of'kings, and though magical cerimonies and amulets 
were useful axilluries to tho dead, only the rightious could hope for a place in 
the kingdom of Osiris,

It is quite certain'that the teaching of the teaching of the religious and 
moral cdo of Osiris is the foundation of the religious teachings, of Egyp^ under 
tho XVlllth dinasty. It found expression in a g roat collection of religious 
texts now generally known as the ” 'Thobian pccensmon of tho Book of The T)eadtr. 
This work was w ritton in hoiroglyphs on rolls of papyrus, some of which arc SO 
feel long and 1 foot in. width., .and from these about 100 chapters have been selected,

Hio oldest codices open with the scone of the weighing Of The Heart in tho 
judgement hall of Osiris. The heart of the desoased’is, soon i the great pan of 
one side of the- sc ales, find a fcuther^i the symbol of trdth in the other, 'while 
Anubis god of the tomb watches the scales, and Sundain dog headed apo,(baboon)
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Thoth sits in the beam of the scales, or near them to make sure that the heart is 
not"light on the scales".

Before this took place, the deceased had to x^ake 42 categorial assertions, 
one to each of his 42 assessors.tb-t b* had not ccmitted the sins and offenses 
enumerated in the book of Osiris. Bis soul stood by ready to testify on his be
half, and his fate or destiny, and some internal organs of his body ( umbilical 
chord'or perhaps embreyo?) were also present, as a signn that ho was speaking the 
truth. Thoth, the scribe of the gods, who acted as Advocate for Osiris, having 
been told by Anubius and the assessors'that the heart of the diseased which exactly 
counter -'balances the figure of truth, is just and rightious, reports the same 
to Osoris, who permits'the deceased to enter his presccnce,. and on the reccomond- 
ation of his son Horus, the hawk - headed god, awards him an ostato in his ever
lasting kingdom.

If the deceased did not pass the test of truth, he would bo thrown to a cre
ature which I am quite sure that Virgil Finlay could describe far bettor than i 
in his own stylo of explanation.' If there is anything in the science fiction 
world I would really like to seo, it would bo a portfolio of origional drawings - / 
by Finlay 6n the various gods of Egypt.' Most of them are in human form with hoads^ 
of animals, such as : a hawk headed god, anc" ibis hoadod god, a jackol headed god, 
and such creatures as the bat - bird. Ho is a queer little bird with a human 
head. His job is to- fly along with the dead body and watch over tho soul.

The early egyptian priests believed that a groat 
by correct and unabridged ceremonies.

spiritual power was envockod 
If one feature wa lacking the whole cere
mony was runed. Therefore they wore oxtm- 
ly careful with all their rituals. They 
considered it absolutely essential for tho 
exact chain of logical connections to bo 
exactly according to ritual, perhaps this 
is why they wore so exact and concise in 
their preparations on tho papyruses in tho 
Book of tho Load.

This great book of tho Egyptians cov
ered every phase of the activity of tho de
ceased from his actual death to the final 

destruction of his soul, it contained even 
a full account of how the soul should bo 
wrapped in tho mummy. A ritual was carried 
on for each strand of linen that was wrap- 
ed around tho body.

So agian, I say to you'who are writers, 
whether fan or professional, stop to our 
closest library and look onto tho myth
ology of Egypt, and especially The Book 
of the Dead. YOU’LL BE SUPRISED.

IN the next issue wo hope to feature an article by ’"alt on prehistoric man, 
with illustrations by Too gibson. Tho illustration on page 6 was partly taken 
from a drawing by Ballaco Smith, with changes and additions ny Ronald clyno.

THE EDITOR.
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BEING THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF GUS
C

Part 1 CAVORTING IN i COSMOS LAND J *
I missed the Saturday dance^ for I was aboard the LNER, London bound. I 

spent the bight at the Victory Red Cross Clbb, and in the morning took off for 
Teddington^ arriving there at 11:30 o’clock,and sat down with a’copy of science 
Fiction to polish off those stories that I had not already road®

At twelve, E.Frank Parkof dashed up with hand ourstretched® so for a quar
ter of un hour dr thorjaboutsi wc sat and gazed at one another while talking of 
science fiction. E. Frank is a thin character—not the skinny 3iatho-liko typo, 
but lacking in flosh sc that the contours of his facial bones seen to show rather 
well. Not cadaverous; but distinguishing® Shortly J. K. Aiken appeared and we 
retired to the local pub to discuss our affairs over a glass of bitters®

In his folder IK had tho CMS issue of BEYOND in the pro-publication stage® 
The cover is an excellent gantasy of faces in prisims—somewhat tho off oct that 
one gets on looking into a prismic mirror except that each facet of the prism 
docs not reflect a complete picture as doos a mirrtr.-—tho faces arc made up of 
prism angles, this by Turner, with whoso oxcclient work in VW and TOW and other 
British fan publications you arc no doubt familiar® The interior has somo fair 
illistrations as well as come of a more amoaturc nature. Not having read the 
stories—although in ths future I shall be on the mailing list and have that 
opurtunity----I dannot say just how they are® Contributors include; peter Haw
kins, and Aiken, such is the depth of my knowledge concerning the contents® jt 
is gigantic for a fan mag, there arc sone 125 to 140 pages which would mako 
mimeographing it a tremendous task® Since there are only six copies put out 
per issue needless to say they arc collectors items®

a

For myself I drw forth the latest voomail letter from Ackerman^ newsy as 
it is and lot it spread tho news of doings In Shangri-La and elsewhere® The 
death of Merrit’, folding of Unk and tho excellent condition of tho LASFS wore 
discussed, and then wo departed for tho apartments of Parker and Aiken.

Parker was loft on his corner in Toddington, and IK and I proceeded by bus 
to his abode in East Molcsly. 'Aiken’s nice little abode contained a very good 
cook, in the person of his wife, and a cat named scram. Aiken is apparently an' 
inveterate reader—he has several shdlvos filled with books, stf and otherwise^ 
including 30 volumes of Verne, Welles, Stapleton' and others. Fan and pro mags 
were heaped in one corner® With trie English hospitality, I was quickly washed 
and offered tea. After a delicious dinner, wo discussed you know what.

The evening passed swiftly and I soon found mysolf 6n a bus headed back to 
to the Parker residence. After arriving at 6 Groytilos, I was introduced to 
Mrs parker and junior’parker® While Mrs Parker dashed off for toaj prank and 
I discussed more stf. Parker had placed a story with a London publishing house
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and it should be out sone time soon; B6th JK and'Parker have indipent plans to 
visit America after the war. JK is, incidentally, American born, of cape cod 
vintage although he has resided in England since his seventh year, parker’s 
position with the paint research company is a traveling one, that may entail 
foreighn visits after the war, This may be nows but the COSMOS CLUB is a direct 
outgro^rth of the war, V^en the war started the incoming stf mags became hard 
to got, and Parker and several other members of his company found that they 
wore al] interested in stf, and so formed a group to raise funds for a mailing 
library. It has slowly increased by additions pf outsiders and after a time 
meetings were hold and BEYOND was instituted, Fairly recently, the club was 
christened the CO9IOS CLUB, At the present the club is in about the same stage 
as the IASI'S was prior to the aquiring of the club room, Tho club is not a 
closep" knot unit, distances and traveling conditions making this impossible, 
however the war has caused them, to grovr together; wheras before they hardly 
knew each other existed.

There was a meeting shchedualod at Toddington^s Shirelys where a bit of beeer 
was to be consumed. But bthor than Ioan Murray no one showed up • U© on~ 
doavored to visit the BPS, library but as the librarian was ill, we were unsAc- 
cesfull, The main topic of discussion was Jean’s illustration for the story, 
in the next issue of BEYON, ’’Spirits in the'Cellar”. JK informed me that the 
next mooting of the CMS would be October .30, followed by the annual meeting on 
Doc ember 11,

As I hAd to catch the train for London, v’e broke it up at ton and went to 
the station, just missing the train. UhUe waiting the half hour for the next 
one we sat in the waiting room and talked. Upon its arrival I left for the PC.

The next day I invaded' a book store and spent my last cash for the English 
edition of "Sinstor Barrier, “The Devil Bides Out, and ”Tho pursuit of the pouso- 
boat. The '’Devil rides out ” id a ”Dr. Doolittle ” type of yarn.

And so finally home to bod wothout a cross brace in my back this time.

Part 2 LEAVE TO LBICKESIER

September IC, 194i , your corespondent departed for the City of Loichester 
and a meeting with Roy Rowland Johnson, From Thetford we boarded the train to 
Leichostar, (pronounced Lester), Tho train dawldlod along to Peterborough ’'hen 
connection was .mdo to Lcdichostcr on a train that stopped at every rabbit hole 
ano there are considerably more rabbit holes in England than there are in Austr

alia. On this I consider myself an athourity.

Upon arriving at Ay destination, a little aftor eight, in tho evening, I 
stopped from tho train, hailed a taxi, and reached for the adross book 7/herin 
the adress of R.R, Johnson "’as to bo found. Pocket book, handkerchief and change 
were found but no adress book, No number on Kimberly road could bo dra&
gad forth,.............. .'TRADGBDY,

Dashing madly into a telephone booth, I searched the ocords only to find 
that tho stork had been particularily kind to the clan Johnson, put in all tidse 
there was no R.R. Johnson on Kimberly road* Thon camo the second groat soarci} 
tho usual hunt for a bod in a crowded c. English city. Tho expidition was a 
sucess after finding a bod that was not to bo occupied, I spent the night at 
the JtCA. Or rather spent tho night in a modified version of a park bench.



After dining at the YMCA, at eight o’clock I put in a long distance call bo 
ry top serggnt in an effort to have that worthy see if could locate the miso- 
ing adroos book, .-after two calls at the price of 3/2 my efforts were rewarded* 
I afterwards discovered that this particular Johnson family had previously lived 
in Coventry, and had only moved here because of transportation difficulties*

■-■Arriving at the Johnson home, I was usherin and offered a cup of tea* 
Hoy gave me the latest astounding, and went off to finish his breakfast.

Per a description of the Leicester fan, he is just prior to University age, 
having just passed his matriculation exams. At present h® attends the sixth form 
of the English public school, his stf collection is sgiall, being compoced of u 
few years of .astounding and several books* I rather imagine that he has read 
considerable others, probably obtaining them thru the BPS library*• 0 has written
numerous stories, all unfinished, and publishes a fan mag,11 kite", of which there 
have Loon three issues in the past year* Personality; of middle height, rather 
slim, wsars glassess, has blonde hair, light complexion©!, and has a great deal 
of ego as have most fans, has reached the age where girls are being noticed but 
I doubt if he is old enough to get bitten. Has a brother-in-law in .-imerica a^d 
regards cur country as a sort of paradise* ( Along with several million soldiers)*

The day was spent discussing science-fiction, America, music, fans and fenc
ing, his favorite sport, and various other subjects* The kidvention, held at Lei- 
chester because of his influence. There was an attendance of 15 and an auction 
was held* Ue looked through several fanzines, all of which have a definite Acker- 
nanish taint, (taint good neither)#

In the afternoon a freind named Peter came over and by the time I arrived at 
the staion I had as usual missed both trains to Naew^h). stfrag usualrlrA 10ft io 
Leicester for the night. I finally found a train for London, so saying adieu, 
I was on my way tc Norwich the hard way---- via London* Arriving in London at 
One o’clock , and changed train for Norwich*

It had been a war# and sunny day in Leicester, but when I arrived in Norwich 
it was as usual drizzling* And so ended another adventure in the late train life 
of &ug the Undaunted.

PaRT the THIRD- *m. Tendering in Wales

At 5 pm on the evening of October 9, I set off on rry journey to Aberystwyth* 
Hoarding tae train fcr London, anywhere you go in England you go via London, 
I was on my slap-happy way* Things were progressing very well untill I arrived 
in London* There I found that the train I was to take didin't run on Saturday* 
I was instructed to go to Chester, arriving there at 3:45 AM* After a half-hour 
inquiry, I founds that I was stuck with it. There was no train anywhere that would 
get me to Aberystwyth* The only connection loading into the city was from Oswes
try, and that junction was som e thirty uiiles away-—and no way to get there.

I spoke to an English sergent and diBocvetred that ho too wag going to Osw
estry, having also missed his train* His case v/as somewhat worse than mine—he 
had a 36 hour pass and was supposed to be in by —tsk* Mk* However,
he knew of a paper van that was going our way for soaa 12 Af the 28 miloc. 
At six -thirty wo arrived at a little hamlot where the feuak stopped and we
proceeded by hoof then via a bus which carried uo 3 Wxt a znilk truck
stopped at our beckoning thumb, this tine we dlspovvjod milk, as we rode. Pour 
miles out we turned ofr, by a now 7;OQ Au and the train



was ins to leave at 7:05* However there was some consolation in the fact that 
the train would proabably he late.—as it connected with a nail train, and mail 
trains are always late* Proceeding on up the road we encountered a character 
standing along side of it who was waiting for a hue that carried war workers 

to a certain war factory in 0 westry. eagerly we inquired about our chances for 
a ride and learded that since there would not be many workers this Sunday morn
ing chances were very good* .and such was so. Arriving in Gwcstry, I bid the 
sargent adiue and made the train with tine to spare*

.after getting aboard the train, a merchant marine captain offered mo a spot 
in his first class cabin so I rode firat class from there* He had served sever
al years on the groat lakes, and had lost a ship in the southern Pacific. He was 
on his way home after four months at sea and was quite happy about it*

I finally arrived in Aberystwyth, only an hour late and was greeted at the 
platform by Sydney Beach and Bob Silburn. Syd is six-one nad Bob is even taller- 
—I felt slightly outnumbered* Greetings were exchanged and we slipped away to 
the Beach residence, where I was shown to some water an^ given H AM AND EGGS for 
breakfast. After breakfast we discussed sundry affairs while seeing the town 
and strolling along the beach. Wales is a ocenic country with its man£ hills. 
The hills are net as large as what they have in most parts of the US but conpar- 
ed with other parts of Britan they are really quite outstanding* The country 
hill people are quite backward, most of them can speak no English but the people 
living along the coast axe for the most part English* Both Boac}) and Silburn ar® 
English, understanding very little 1 elch*

Standing on the end of the pier gazing over Cardigan Bay, Beaeh told mo a 
story that ancient tale-tellers have been telling for centuries* Fantasy has 
often used a modification of this same tale. There use! to be a peninsula of 
land closing the mouth of Cardigan bay upon which there used to b® a city, an- 
cinet and evil, ms' the years went by this tract of land started t® sink slowly 
into the sea. The people caused a tremendous wall to be built to keep ou the 
wafers of the sea. However, one night a gatekeeper, who had become excessively 
drunken in his Bwarousal allowed the gates to remain open and the tide rushed in 
wiping the ancient and evil metropolis out* Natives still claim that on a clear 
day the walls of the town can still be seen beneath the waves and at times the 
sound oi bells can be heard from the inundated town* It is said that a person 
for waom the belle toll is doomed to diO-----------suddenly.

After tea wb talked for awhile and then walked to Silburn’s residence in 
fihyd Y Folin, a small hamlet abeut two miles from the heart of Aberystwyth* 
There we talked for some time and looked ove® the Silburn book shelves of whi®h 
there are m/miy, his father having been a great reader before him. Most of them 
are non otf* Silburn is a fan artist and we looked over his work* Naturally I 
got one—heh, heh. At one time Beach and Silburn put out a fan mag (2 issues). 
Silburn did the pics in it with the exception of a few. Later in the evening, 
Beaeh and I returned to h*s home, whore I so^n found myself in a feather bed—----  
a glorious luxury---- after life on an army cot, and I had had very little sleep 
in the las t 24 hours*

N ext morning, after more ham and eggs, Syd had to go to work dispending 
petrol at a government station, promised to see mo off at the station. Syd, 
his aunt, who was on her way to the south of England, and I all went to the 
station to catch the train. I bid Beaeh goodbye and was on my way. I arrived 
at Norwich at 4:30 Ah, Just in time tn ri so- with droopy oyes and heavy head*
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Part The Ultimate CARNELL EXPERIENCES

Upon the ve of my departure for London to do some serious book hunting, 
there arrived ath these barracks a letter from Ted Carnell informing me tht he 
was not only back from Italy but'also there'was to be a slan gathering at the 
Apartment of Frank Eduard Arnold, in London, on the twentieth of November to 
which I was most cordially inviteds In as much as this coinciced with my ^Irsaddy 
completed pdlns, I accepted as expediently as possible,' Also to be present were 
Ken Chapman, Maurice Hugi, Sid Birchby, Harold Chibbott, walt Gillings, Art "di-' 
iams, John Craig, and very probably Canadian fan, Bob Gibson.

Apparently there were big things doing on that date, v’e had to be there.

Acomanied by a GI Joe by the naite of Sgt, Samuel Swartz, who evidenced somo 
interest in the world of fandomainia, I spent a little more than five hours gat
ing into London. As the hour was late, we did not go to the Carholl redidonee, 
but instead prepared to spend the night at the Red Cross Club, ( The next day I 
learned that the Carnells had waited up untAll midnight for us), I had edoa- 
vored to make a phone call to Ted but had met with little success. ( That is 
exept with the girl at the switchboard, a charming miss and student of wolfolog-'-y.

Saturday morning early we proceeded to go book hunting and I wound up with 
17 more to add to the Wilmorth collection. Around eleven o’clock wo tried look
ing up Arnold, but he was not at home. We then proceeded to plumstcad and the 
abode of Ted Carnell, When we arrived ho was getting his locks clipped, seems 
they we re beautiful upon his return from Italy, From thence untill 5:00 we talk
ed and tead, Thon Te returned to Londom whore Sammy loft us for tho more obvious 
pleasures of tripping the light fantastic with the local babes. • Tod and i 
finally found our way thru fog and blackout to the Arnold apartment.

From there things turned into a regular gan meeting. Duo to the fog and 
the fact that several had to work, the attendance was not as large as had'been 
hoped for, 'However showing up wore; Irone and' Ted Carnell, Frank Arnold, Sgt. 
Sid Birchby, Mr, and Mrs. Chibbott, Harold Kay, and hfysolf. From six »till ten 
there was reville — topped by a couple of mugs of beer — and the meeting broke 
up after a suitable exchange of fannery and stuff, myself bearing away tr±umpha±- 
ly Aroldrs copy of Thorne Smith’s, ” Rain In The Doorway."

vrhat are those people like? Carnell is moderately tall, and slender, and 
was probably the spark plug of science fiction fans in pro - vzar gatherings. 
There were quite a few things in which he was the leading light including the ISA 
and the BFA, and also running a book purchasing and selling buisnoss that was 
quite shcossfull, Arnold is the small, snappy typo. Has books and mag 
cases about the apartment. Pretty nice set up, Chibbott is of middle ago and 
interested in psychic research. H6 conducts chain letters on various allied 
matters. Birchby is tall rawbonod, smokos f)ipos. He is a sorgent in His Maj
esty’s Army. Harold Kay is a slender youth, a medical student at one og tho 
London Hospitals, He has been absccnt from londom gatherings for quite somo 
time, hospitals are busy places these days. At one time Kay was quite an active 
participant in Stfictional affairs, only erasing activity because of the nature 
of his work. He willrcsume activy after the war,.........................  At the



time of hie activities he was custodian and librarian of the BEA,

I returned to Carnell*s for the Hights After looking over his collection, 
including an Astounding origional, I left for Chapman's and he for Medhurete*

George Uedhurst is a thin chap, not very healthy looking, possibly because 
of a recent appendectimy* George has a large book collection—7 or 8 shelves-* 
—nuch of it non stf» I left at 8:00 to gat the last train bazk to the base* 
EDITOaE NO TE*,.»Gu6 V.ilmOrth was formerly director of the LAS4ESf now in Eng
land with the American forces* The episodes presented here have b<3en gratly 
condensed but wo have not left out anything but parts of his travels* )

THE ETERNAL CITY
by William L awrenoe Hamling

Ite walks are long and narrow, 
Its spires ate low and high;
No traffic clogs its time-worn streets, 
Beneath the silent sky»

Its trees grow lone and dismal,
N o shops within it lay;
ft ho enter through its ancient gates
Forever has to stay*

No light gleans through the darkness, 
No voices ride in mirth*
Its population rises
Though it never has seen birth*

N o eyes can see the sunshine, 
N o lips e^cpel aweot breath;
Its Leader rules forever, 
H e wears the cloak of "Death"*

H e welcomes all v/ho enter,
H is face devoid of pity, 
H e knows that all in death shall see 
His flank eternal city*

H is ledgers stand a record, 
Each and every name contains; 
All details clearly written in, 
Each history, dim and plain*

Tho throngs watch on in silence, 
Behind walls , gray and gritty, 
They know that all who live and breath, 
S hall live within the "City"*
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Laney*s article, "Toward Utopia", has set the rusty gears inside the old 

brain-pan to turning. Mel has agreed that some of'the ideas resulting from this 
phenomenon might be v/ortfr presenting in FAIT SLANTS^ so oof I go; and I do mean 
off.

I am very much interested in a better world in the future. I a± also 
quite sure that a better world is possible only as a result of clear, unsolfish 
thinking; thinking on the part'of individuals far more capable than l» I should 
like to'see, as a final result, a world much like that which Laney visualizes; 
a saner, more beautiful world, unburdened by poverty, greed, lust, wars and all 
the other ills which have besot the human race since the first apo-like ancestor 
got up enough nerve to descend from the comparative safety of the trees; and take 
his chances among the mentally inferior but physically superior land dwelling 
fauna of tho day.

In a way that hypothetical ancestor set a pattern for all who wore to follow. 
He had to battle and battle hard, to maintain himself in his savage, relentlessly 
competitive environment. 'And because he had to battle, he developed or aquired^ 
in one fashion or another, a lot of qualities that wore worth a lot to him then, 
but which handicap his descendents now. Many of tho qualities which made him the 
dominate species on the planet, now constitute the greatest handicap to his further 
advance.

'At the same time, this worthy ancestor’s brothers, being confirmed escap
ists, proffered to remain in the tree tops; dreaming dreams of bananas unlimited. 
Their descendents are still in the tree tops; growing: fdwor contury by century, 
ntill dreaming their, dreams of.ever productive banana troes on every doorstep. As 
it happens, the bananas are getting scarcer, for them at least, because the desc
endants of that venuresome brother of their ancestors have taken over the prod
uction of bananas as a commercial enterprise. But the'thee-dwellers don’t do 
anything about it; they lost their chance when they elected to remain aloof from 
the world of strife and change.

Two assumptions form the basis upon which Laney has built his thesis. First, 
he assumes that'intelligence alone is'all that is required to bring about his 
Utopia. Second, he assumes that true, lasting progress can be obtained more <. - 
certainly, more quickly, and more completely through pressure from above, than 
through growth from below. In fact, ho suggests that growth from below docs not 
occur; rather, that tho action is in tho other direction. I think ho is wrong on 
both counts.

The first premise leads to the inference that the world as wo know it today 
is ruled by stupid people; otherwise, wo would be working rapidly toward a Fan-
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test’s Utopia. But right now, I think you will agree after a moment of careful 
thought, the world is ruled and controlled almost entirely by highly intelli
gent, often brilliant men; but men who are usihg their brains for their own per- 
sonal advantage. Forking among them are other, ’’men of good will”, devoting their 
energys and their brilliant minds toward altruistic ends;'working, if you wish, 
toward the Utopia of which such men, and other lesser men, drcam.

But these latter are few in number, and thdir support is limited. The power 
remains in the hands of a.selfish group because, along with high intelligence, 
they possess a lust for power, and will to extfend and preserve that power by what
soever means .presents itself, -.They have als6, .a‘supreme contempt for those two 
lower classes of lesser mortals Who’submit themselves to’ theii control; the unin
telligent, though often restless, masses incapable of working effectively against 
them through lack of necessary brains; and the equally inefectual intellectuals, 
who do nothing more constructive than write articles like this or Laney*s, or 
cast worthless "token” votes for the candidates put up by ’’radical political 
parties" of microscopic proportions.

It doos .'hot alter the facts to charge ’that many of those leaders are mean, 
cruel, brutal, and willing to resort to war, if necessary, to ?gain their ends; 
that does not mean that they are lacking in intelligence. They simply are not 
interested in the welfare of the human race as a whole, nor in the welfare of 
intelligent men as a'class; they are interested in the welfare of those who have 
'the same anti-social, undemocratic, ultra-conservative ideas as they themselves 
have.* . !

As for -the power of the ignorant masses to hold back progress — well, I 
doubjj very?much if they posses any such power at all. They are slow to change, 
to be sure, because it is difficult for them to visualize a better world than 
that which they have compounded of nostalgic memories of fleeting poriosd of well 
being gloahed from the'past. But their resistance, so long as it is not aroused, 
is passive, not active, and could be reversed, proabably by adequate leadership*

But their natural resistance ife activated by Clever propaganda. The enten- 
ched reactionaries flood the papers, the magazines, and the radio waves with 
rosy picture of the "good old days".: ..pictures built up through skillfull use of 
words and phrases of high emotional content. Even then, it is not just of tho 
"good old days" of which they speak; they promise a super-duper anachronism, comp
arable to those encountered in in ASF’s " Anachron Incorporated" series; a fut
ure in which these nostalgic perfections are to improved immeasureably by tho use 
of Gorgonblitz’s Gorgeous Gadget.

And whdt .is the^ppar^tlon doihg to counteract all this?' Fell, as 'i have 
said before, it is prqdi^.^ng...articles like this, and Laney’s, which usually, if 
they have any appeal ^t .all, .have,only intellectual appeal carries any weight; 
they are'likely to be quite, dry and. meaningless to those millions who use their 
feelings, rather than their, brains,..to settle their problems.

I do not intend to convoy the impression that I think improvement is poss
ible through the workings of any agency save that of'human intelligence. I neroly 
want to point 6ut that it is not intelligence per so, but the way in which intell
igence is used, which determines how our energies shall be directed; and at pres
ent, tho energies of a great m^ny intelligent men are directed toward the main- 
tainanco of Tho ”rorld That Is. In this case they can not wholly succeed, if 
history teaches us anything; but they can slow down progress immeasureably.
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What the world needs,'to accelerate the slpw crawl toward a brighter tomorrow, is 
not more intelligence,'but more clear thinking by those capable of it, uninhib
ited by fear of change, or by the desire to profit by the losses of one’s fellow 
man,

Laney*s second premise — that real advance may be expected to take place 
more rapidly and more peramnantly from pressure from above than through growth 
from below — appears to me'to be in direct conflict with the lessons of history. 
There have been, to be sure, vast and far reaching changes which resulted directly 
from the activities of despotic rulers, with the power of life and death over 

their . subjocts; but in a suprisingly large number of cases, these changes have 
been greatly at variance with desires their instigators. Time after time, 
a nation has been conquered and a people enslaved, only to have the conquerors 
adopt the customs and the culture of the conquered. The Bomans gained much from 
the conquest of Greece, and not a little of this came from their assimilation of 
the finer culture of the Greeks. They spread this culture, and'the world gained 
by it. On the other hand, the followers of Alexander tho Groat, although they 
did succeed to some'extent in spreading tho "Glory that was Greece” around the 
Mediterranean world, ended up by adopting the Oriental cultures of tho conquered 
lands; and that could scarcely be considered an advance.

In more recent times, wo have had many examples of attempts to enforce upon 
a people a way of life which, if adopted whole-heartedly, might,in tho long run 
have reacted to their lasting advantage. But invariably, such attempts have end
ed in despotic dictatorships, forced into such action by the opposition of the 
very people they sought to aid. Such cultures normally end in aggressive war, 
as tho only possible justification of their existence.

On the? other hand, we have had such successful changes as tho French Revo
lution and the Russian Revolution---- changes brought about by tho pressure and 
growth of the down-trodden masses, Tho gains made by tho French Revolutionar
ies wore great, and have continued down to the present day. Tho Russians, al
though they have not yet lasted long enough to bo considered a permanent success 
in their new guise, are certainly v-ell on the way toward that goal.

It is still my opinion—-an opinion that I have expressed before—that 
Communism and Fascism are outgrowths of tho same conditions, and that for a long 
time, they took similar paths. But they diverged rapidly after a few years, and 
the prime reason for that divergence, I think, libs in the fact that Communism, 
to the Russians, represented a great incr ase in freedom of action, giving them 
a part in planning affairs'and in running the country; a part which thoy had 
never had before. Fascism, on tho other hand, actually represented a consider
able decrease in freedom and voluntary participation, sinco tho Germans and 
Italians had had a certain .amount of freedom in the past; especially the Itali
ans. The Russians could sec their gains, and take pride in them; the Italians 
and Gormans could see only their armies and the Gestapo. Tho Russians are 
still, in very large measure, under the thumb if thoir leaders, but their gains 
have nevertheless been vory great.

In passing, I should like to say that in that last statement may bo found 
tho reason why Communism is not destined to succeed in this country. To the 
Russians, it represents a groat step forward, because it gives them far more 
freedom than thoy have over known; but in this country, it would be a backward 
stop, because wo already have far greater freedom of action than is possible 
under the Russian System, Good as it is for ihe Russians, it would be bad for us.



Any program of enforced improvement such as Laney suggests would run into its 
greatest opposition from those to whom it v/ould give the most, I think, namely, 
the normal unagressive but intelligent individuals with a strong social conscious
ness. From those would come the leaders who could mold'a potent force from the 
’’ignorant masses”. Being highly intelligent themselves, they would resent being 
told what was or what was not good for them, and they would see to it that the 
lesser folk were informed of dnd stirred up against the reforms proposed by a 
small gfoup of self appointed, intelligent, but rather impractical life - savers. 
In this, they would be gratly aided by those ever present zealots who burn with 
dosire to ’’lead their people out of the wilderness.”

Under such stimuli, the masses would react much as the various peoples of 
Gernamy under the Nazi yolk; they would dare anything to destroy their oppresors. 
The bayonets wouldn’t stop them; that has been fully demonstrated in this war. pt 
wouldn’t matter in the long run, the proposed program would or would not better 
the race or the world as a whole; it would be fairly clear to them that the pro
gram was destined to be hard on them, and they wouldn’t be interested in a distant 
goal.

* /
Personally, I think, they would be doing the'world a service to react just 

that way. I do not think there is any individual, or any grotip of individuals, 
who is qualified to decide which qualities shoul be preserved, and which destroyed, 
in the human race. Certainly intelligence should be preserved; equally certain, 
disease and greed should bo eliminated; but these are specific characteristics 
which can be Weighed out like a keg of nails; they are composeoed of fac
tors; morever, the good and the bad are thoroughly mixed in varying dogroes in 
all individuals, and this mixing necessarily colors the judgement of all.

I think there are many mon who are qualified to start such reforms on the 
right track,'using rather broad limits, and leaving them open to'modification. 
I think that, eventually, working through the democratic process, this end which 
Laney visualizes can be attained. Just how it is achieved depends entirely upon 
how rapidly, and to what extent, the intelligent, altruistic men and woemen of 
the world enter into the buisness and political affairs of the world. They havo 
the brains to compete sucessfully with the intelligent Conservatives on the latt
er’s own ground; and the quicker they begin to use their brains in this practcal 
and realistic fashion, the sooner they will be able to influence the man on the 
street to see things their way. Once that is started, they can continue promot
ing that upward growth which has been the chief sources of' advance in the past, 
and the”control naturals” will bo a help, not a hinderancc, in the advance toward 
a saner, better world.
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DUANE W. RI MEL
There was one room in Norman Saunders’ housfe that was always locked and 

for a good reason. He knew that his pretty wife, Nora, would leave if ever sho 
discovered that his morbid' interest in telepathy had passed from the theoretical 
stage to the experimental , And these experiments were not a suitable subject 
for casual discussion: they were nearing a horrid perfection, surpassing his 
wildest dreams.

Saunders gazed fondly at the replica of himself sitting in his own armchair, 
i*s glass eyes fastened on a book standing open on his desk. He had worked^' 
many months to bring that model to perfection, and now the resemblance to his own 
image rather startled him. It was like staring into a miftor, almost, His 
sandy hair had been cleverly copied; his rugged profile had'been built of plastic 
and’wood. The effigy wore one of his discarded suits. Yes, the thing pleased 
him.

In this room were crammed the books he had longed to read, but had been 
denied him because the demands of a frugal existence made it necessary for him to 
take a job as a nightwatchman in a canning factory. The dullness of his job had 
galled him for years. He hhd hardly any time to study the things that factuated 
him most; namely, telepathy, psychology and kindred subjects*

But in the spare time at his disposal he had devised a clever, daring scheme. 
He would read those books ----  yes — and still be on the job. Saunders smiled
as he thought of it again. The preliminary experiments had been looked into. 
Well, he remebered the night'of August, the tenth, when he’d seen the pages of 
a book swirl before his eyes’, after having retired to the alley and concentrated 
on the effigy in the locked room. At first unsucessful, but soon the vision of 
the book, a quarter of a mile awa y was clear.

He had looked closer; he had read the whole page. And he remembered it —- 
that knowledge was burned in his brain. Why that passage was clearer to him 
than it had ever been before. It surpassed ordinary reading. The process was 
amazing ...............................  ; *

Tonight, the 14th, would como the great experiment. The packing house was 
three and a half mile from his home, but so far a distance had little effect on 
the sucess of his ventureo He hoped it would work even'five miles, and then 
on Sundays; when he and Smita strolled in Clinton park, he could lie in the 
shade, relax, close his eyes, and read a few pages of his latest book. 
Emma would rave if she ever suspected. Often he wondered why he didn’t



come out in the open and face her on the subject; but woemen, he mused'9 were 
queer about such things. She wouldn’t understand his thirst for knowledge. • •

'Saunders hummed as he ajusted the automatic page-turner -— his own inven
tion. He made the effigy comfortable in the chair, and propped ihe head so that 
reading would come as natural as possible. He pulled the blinds^ turned on the 
reading lamp over the book', and glanced at his watch. Siz>thirty. He had' to bo 
on the job at eight. He’d have to hurry. Again’he surveyed his handiwork, smi
led, stepped through the open door, and locked it. He had another key, but he 
always loft that inside the room where his wife could never find it. • •••••

At dinner Saunders was strangely exited. His hands trembled as ho drop
ped a lump* of sugar in his coffee. Emma looked at him sharply, her calm 
blue eyes troubled. • . .

” Norm, what’s been ailing you lately? You haven’t been eating right at 
all. You stay in that awftil room too much. You ought to get out -------- -•"

” Stop • " he snapped, his eyes avoiding hers. "I’m nervous^ sure.
What of it. Thib heat is ehough to get anyone ——-"

’’ All right'," she said, tossing her brown curls. " Keep your troubles to 
yourself'. Some day I’m going to got mad and tear down that door. "

"No, By G-odl You leave that alone, or——"
"Don’t you swear at me, Norman Saundcrsl"
"I wasn’t swearing at youl I——"

Tears gathered, in her eyes, but ho didn’t soo them. His eyes wore bleak 
and cold and distant.’

Saunders cursed under his breath as he slowly made his nightly rounds about 
the great, dim rooms piled high with machines, which, in the half-light, assum
ed an air that was sinister and unworldly. Trying to complete the last stop in 
his'experiment was bad enough;*a quarrel with Emma’ even worse. His norvos were 
raw, his mind a chdos of speculation and doubt. Ho shouldn’.t have boon so ab
rupt with his wife,' who was, after all, a more child., Sho was so sensitive and 

. kind hearted—always trying to do tho right thing. • . • When ho came to ihe 
administration building he’d phono hor and apologise. 'Other things had crowded 
out 4his 'affection. 'Emma was too’sweet to bo neglected, like that, perhaps sho 
was mad, too; might snap him off . Woll, ho had it coming. Poor kid——sho’d 
worked so patiently for him-—hadn’t over mentioned (until tonight) his habit
ual seclusion in the locked room. There had been an agreement before they mar
ried, ...

He stepped through a back door and made for the administration building. 
Emma'would be reading, no doubt. With one of his keys-he opened the great front 
door, walked down a wide hallway and opened tho door to tho treasurer's office. 
Halley’s ’phono was'tho nearest. Ho turned On the lights, sat down behind tho 
oak desk. His watch said 11:20. Usually Enmh called him. Hi tho superintend
ent’s office at. cloven-thirty—-he’d boat hor, this time. He the racis—.
ver, dialed his number.. ‘The lino was busy. Strange. Ho crasae a the instur- 
ment and lit a cigarette. He relaxed in the- chair and smiled as he thought of 
his effigy. Why not try to read a few pages now ?

a • • ’ ■ • * ... '• • : . ■

He closed his eyes^ slumped in the chair and let his thoughts wander. 
Gradually he began to think about thart room and tho books and tho effigy® H® 
focused every atom of his being on those fanilliar objects. Then he folt him
self floating away —- that customary sensation of disembodiment seized him, 
and the room leaped before him. Yes, he was in that chair, staring at tho book
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on his own desk. This was tremendous. ) • /
He began reading, and the lucid’thoughts swarmed his brain., made him 

giddy with power. He read two pages. 
. J

Suddenly he heard voices; rough^ uncouth voices. He struggled to bring 
his senses into focus; He tore his eyes open; his physical eyes © © . a man 
stood in'front'of him, holding a gun a gun. Another man was taking his ring 
of keys . . . . And still his thoughts were cloudy and far away. 

2 4

"'Dr ng up them aims, buddy, quickX ”
Something snapped in his brain. Burglars I If they looted the safe he’d 

got the'gate, sure He had to do something. The burglar alarm under Halley’s 
dosk ... He moved his feet toward it.

” Raise your dammdd arms, are you drunk ?”
’’ He’0 slug-nutty,” anothef voice snarled'^ ” Let’s get ’im outa here™ 
Dhnly, his mind half awakoj Saunders snaked his'foot toward the button.

And still fhc imago of his study floated before hlm^ as’a nebulous cloud. 
His’mind was’a tortured battle ground of shuddering pain. Thoit intortuption 
had, somehow’^ thrown his telepathic nerves out of focus. •••••••

Ho.pressed thc—nlarm. 'A loud clanging echoed through tho still corrid
ors. Saundors hoard a roarj a white-hot iron stabbed his chest. He screamed 
and slumpod to tho floor. 

4 /

’Ho felt his life ebbing', but there whs no pain, now. Merely a dull faint
ness. Then, as his racing thougjrs dimmed, he saw'his study —'the image bur
ned itself in his mind. There were rows of books^ his old dosk, the opened 
book in front of hin. But tho words blurred. Tho vision faded into noth
ingless .................................

Emma Saundors hung up tho receiver and wiped a tear from her eye. she 
know that Norman was always in tho superintendant’s office at 11;30 she 
called him there every night. She’d been calling for the last twenty minutes. 
And nov; ho wouldn’t answer. Ho was still angry. Well so was she.

Her thoughts flow to that terrible, locked room’, and sho trembled. 
Something had told het long months before that his seclusion thore at all hours 
wasn’t exactly normal, and she had been curious since he’d sot that room 
aside for his private use. But non were strange creatures —you kevor knew 
what they were up to ..... . 

* 4

Dear old Norman. She’d been rather cross’, and she had promised never to 
mention the locked'room.' But when you saw your husband begin to get pale aid 
thin and worried-looking, it got you too. And he hadn’t eaten much lately, 
either. She always prepared a nice, big llnch. When he came home in the morn
ing the pail was always empty. She suspected that he dumped most of it in iahe 
garbage can. 

) *

Well’, perhaps he’d call later. She moved from tho telephone table and 
picked up a magazine. Suddenly’she heard a strango noise. Sho stood very 
still’, her heart boating faster. Had someone knocked at the front door ? 
Callers at thi&'hour. She turned"on the light in tho hall, walked swiftly to 
the front door,... She opened it. No ono in sight: the street was empty as 
for as sho could see. ( continuoa on na. e ;
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FRAN FONT

The FTLaniac blows his top.

The future of fandom is something that should attract far'more attention 
from all of us than it does. We all certainly enjoy our hobby, and We are all 
presumably interested in the future of the world generallyn "hat we, as fans, 
can do to improve the future of the worldj is to say' the least, unsettled;; but it 
is certain that if fandom is to expand as a movement; its continuance is squarely 
up to those of us who have been smitten with the virus cf this near af±’lictioh. 

One of my favorite axe-grinding activities concerns itsolf with the detection , ■ 
development and education of new fans: so editor Brown being willing, I should 
like to dwell on this topic for a time.

. ENCOURAGEMENT AND GUIDANCE are the prime needs of any new fan. Most new re
cruits hoar of fandom either thru the letter doctions of the prozines or or the 
fanzine review sections.. They write for a fanzine or two, perhaps write to some 
fan who has written a letter that intruiges them0 The typo of answer that these 
chaps recievo will in all probabil: t^r determine whether they will come on into 
our slaphallp cirvlc or recoil in disgust0 If they recieve prompt answers Which 
display a little freindliness, a little interest in them as prospective fen, they 
will quite likely dabble in the outskirts for a time, and at length blossom forth 
as full fledged fen. If on the other hand, they recieve that well known brush- 
off ..... After all, "enthusiasm can not be mot with cold water and survive 
very long. Yet I know a'number of name fen who never answer letters unless they 
know the guy pretty’wellj who in fact boast of this fact as though it'were some
thing to be proud of. I fully realize that letter writihg takes time, and I fully 
realize that most fen would prefer to spend their time doing something a little 
less onerous than writing to some semi- literate young punk who might be a fan 
some day. However I doubt if there is a single established fan today who cannot 
point to some freindiy fan of the past as a sponsor of their present interest. I 
shall go farther and state that I doubt if 5/ of the present fen would have con
tinued in the field had they NOT had encouragement and help when they first hoard 
of fandom.

THE ACOLYTE HAS A DEFINITE POLICY toward new and/or prospective fen. in the 
first place, I watch fanzines and letter sections of the pros for addresses of 
newcomers. Each of those, up to'the very limit of my time, gets a brief note 
from me, and more often than not, a sample copy of the ACOLYTE, secondly, THE 
ACOLYTE is reviewed in practically every < issue of STARTLINGo This results in 
a suprising response from persons hitherto unimown to mo, and each of these : 
reciovds a full page letter from me as well as a iflroe copy of the ACOLYTEo Qi* 
course, these letters are more or less of the "form" variety but each is indiv
idually typed hnd varies according to the case. Generally speaking, the first 
paragraph will,thank the guy for his inquiry and express the wish that he will 
like the ACOLYTE well eno ough to subscribe to it. It also mentions that his 
comments are desired, even though he is not interested enough to send e. subscrip
tion. Second paragraph states briefly what I am trying to do with the ACOLYTE, 
how often it is published, what it is for and similar stuff. The third para
graph deals with fandom generally: I point out what a satisfying and delightful 
hobby this all is, and trios to arouse the guy’s intoost in the feild. I offer 
to answer any questions , give him addresses of any other fans and fanzines, mow 
more often than not, this is a sheer waste of time.' Probably thre out of five of 
letters of this2type land in someone’s waste basket, but others almost invariably 
create new fans, or at least stir up now interest on the part of someone who is 
just bocomming aquainted with the feild. While I definitely do not wish 
to claim that the names I am about to(noxt page please)
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mention are my own particular recruits to.fandom—— as a matter of fact proab- 
ably all of them were more or less fans before I contacted them and undoubtedly 
all of them have had help from other fans besides myself-- yot I am convinced 
that my letter campaign as outlined earlier in this'paragraph has borne friut in 
the following'cases, among others; Roscoe E. Wright, now publisher of vision; 
Andy Anderson, now publisher of Centauri; Walt Dunkleberger; now publisher of 
FFF: and Van Henry Splawn, a Mississippi Valley fan who is showing an ever in- 
cresing interest in the field. And of course there are others who have proab- 
ably been more or less affected*

LEST I BE ACUSE OF writing this colum simply to blow my own horn; I hast
en to add that I am merely citing myself as an example® I don’t feel that I 
have done any more than any serious fan should do as a matter of course. The 
only reason I mention my own part in this at all is simply to show how easy it 
is to hoIp those newcomers. I'doubt if i’vc spent more than twoIvo hours in the 
past year in this sort of work, and of course this time was spread out through 
the months in such a way that it was not missed. 

• • i

MANY FEN HAVE NOT THE TIME to do much along such lines," but surely a nation
al campaign for recruits should be one of the prime objectives of any national 
fan 6rganization. A neat and readable propaganda pamplot should be prepared and 
sent, together with a breif personal note', to each writer of a letter to any 
prozinc (including the Ziff-Davis stfannios)• The proporation of tho pamplot 
and its miriioographing would not bo an ardorous ta^k for somo club, or of on an 
individual, and tho actual note writing and pamphlet sending could well bo made 
into a national office in tho organization.

WITH TEE ST'.NCH OF THE COSMIC CIRCLE still fresh in tho nostrils of fankind; 
the time is probably not too ripo for tho mention of a national fan club; but it 
is worth mentioning that Art Sohnort was working on a national organization long 
before any ono over hoard of Doglor', and will probably bo still working on it 
long after the last remaining copy of the COSTCO CIRCLE CONSTIPATOR has been 
tossed in the ash ban. It is highly probable that th6 Sehnert group will adopt^ 
a program similai? to that which I have just outlined; as one of Art’s mala * 
beefs scorns to bo that fandom has a tohdoncy to brush off eager nowcomors. Also, 
incorporated in Art’s latcs literature; is a program suggested last summer to 
aid and foster fan publishing* Tho Sohnor group (as yot unamod) is working slowly 
and carefully; and expects to have a definite program to present to fankind in 
tho noar future. (Interested fans are urged to write Art for latest bullotons.)

BUT IN ANY CASE, organization or no organization, it is potoht that oach 
fan can’, if he is willing to'expend a trifle more time ahd energy, do a groat 
deal to perpetuate his hobby® What it all boils down to, in tho last analysis, 
is simply this; doos fandom moan enough to you personally so that is worth doing 
a little something for? Do you fool that fandom and all it stands for has moant 
enough in the broadening and developing of your life so that you fool it is 
Worthwhile to help others follow more or loss in your footstops.

THE AXE IS BROUND, for tho nonco, however, I have other axos and other 
grindstones, so in perhaps tho next issuo you will have other fout from to turn 
past with a grimace d>f distaste. Or perhaps Mol will < oxcrcisc his hotter 
judgement and smite this down with a mighty blow and you won’t havo to bother 
with it at all. And hero Mol I FOUT this would bo a good colum.



Imagi-mo vies

DOCTOR JEKYLL & MISTER HYDE
I shall speak here mainly of the 1931 version. Most of you 

no doubt had the opportunity to see the Spencer Tracy picturiza- 
tion a few seasons back, and I am not familiar with Barrymore’s 
silent film of 1920, nor the yet more obscure, apparently English 
filming.

Stevenson1s 19th century psychological novel was first pre
sented as a play in Boston, May 9th, 1887, with the great actor 
Richard Mansfield in the title role. Numerous uramatic versions, 
here and abroad, followed. When it was filmed with Barrymore, 
”the transformation was rather sudden. -JCamera technique hadn’t 
reached the uncanny perfection of the present day. You saw be
fore you, one minute, Barrymore’s noble profile. A few twists 
and grimaces—plus a rather fuzzy appearance of the film—and the 
handsome John had become a gruesome deformity with a hunched 
back, an elongated head and a vividly repulsive face.” But in 
the dual role of the 1931 edition, that won for Fredric March the 
Academy award, the transition was incredibly smoother, and 
smoothed the way for all the following films of metamorphosis 
from ’’WereWolf of London” to ”The WereWolf of Hollywood & Vine”.

Herewith, a condensed version of my review which originally 
appeared in FANTASY Magazine dated Feb. 1934.

”At his University, Dr. 
s clent i s t-s tudents t

Jekyll addresses i an assembly of

’’’Gentlemen: London is so full of fog that it has penetra
ted our brains, set boundaries for our vision. As men of 
science, we should be curious and bold enough to peer beyond it 
into the many wonders it conceals. I shall not dwell today on 
the human body—in sickness and in health; today, I want to talk 
to you of a greater marvel: The soul of man. My analysis of 
this sov.l*—the human psyche—leads me to believe that man is not 
truly one...but truly two. One of him strives for the nobilities 
of life; this we call his good self. The other seeks an expres
sion of impulses that binds him with some dim animal relation 
with the earth; this we may call the bad. These two carry on an 
eternal struggle in the nature of man. Yet they are chained to
gether. and that chain spells repression, to the evil, remorse to 
the goodc Now. if these two selves could be separated from each 
other, how much better the good in us might be...what heights it 
mighr scale! And the so-called evil, once liberated, would ful
fill itself and trouble us no more.’”



Dr. Jekyll1b so-called evil side is causing him some trouble 
for his fiancee is away on a protracted stay, and he is plagued 
with an impulse to wolf around in search of a Vomaiden. Figuring 
—aw, say, I don’t need to review this film for you, you should 
know the story by heart. Suffice it to say I thot this a well 
done picture. It was raw, brutal, even revoltingly sadistic, I 
felt, in some sequences; but in all, a sincere pioturization. 
The more recent production I found not bad—Jekyll’s transforma
tion was more psychological than physiological—but I preferred 
the former version. I liked the speeches in it better, for’un 
thing.

FOREIGN FANTASIES
( Anent “At the Edge of the World”, “Nosferatu” and “The Fall 

of the House of Usher”, I regret I know next to nothing. At 
every opportunity I have inquired of persons formerly living in 
Europe about fantasy films they remember seeing there, but none 
has recalled either of the first two. On “Nosferatu” I don’t 
get the angle. Does “Nosferatu” mean something in deutsoh? I 
have heard this was a German version of “Dracula”. Does that 
mean they renamed Count Dracula “Graf Nosferatu”? Ich weiss 
nicht. Seems to me I asked Willy Ley about this pic at the Paul 
Banquet, New York 1939, but he could not enlighten me either . 
“Usher”', beside the 1927 French version from which the litho ap
pears, was amateurly done in about five reels by a local univer
sity a number of years ago; and, if I recall correctly, was made 
as a two-reel short subject by MGM just a year or two ago. Un
less I’m confusing it with “Tell-Tale Heart”. Quite a bit of Poe 
has hit the screen, “Murders in the Rue Morgue”, “The Black Cat”, 
“The Raven” (including “Pit and the Pendulum”), “Marie Rog^t”, 
and, I believe, “The Oval Portrait”.

THE GOLEM
To begin with, this is pronounced Goy’'lum. It refers to a 

giant stone statue in which life is evoked. Eventually the Golem 
goes amok a la (technically ”au“?) Frankenstein. ^Technically: 
Frankenstein’s monster!) At least three versions seem to have 
been made, the early Gorman, a later silent MGM, and a Cesko— 
slovenskan talkie released locally circa 1939. This film con
cerned the down-trodden Jews in a European ghetto; when things 
got too tough, so a legend went, their statue would come to life 
and deliver them. It eventually did, and went striding around 
town au King Kong, batting down everything and everybody in its 
path. Of the 1920 version I saw only one short reel—and that at 
a recent revival—but it seemed very good. I’ve a nagging notion 
I’ve written up this reel sometime in the recent past. Ah, yes, 
I believe the dope appears in contemporary fanmag Venus, obtain
able from Lora Crozetti via the LASFS for 15c. (Mel loses more 
money on free ads this wayJ) . z x .i .



THE CABINET OF DR CALIGARI .
This picture had a profound effect on cinemaudienoes at the 

time of its original release* It also had a profound effect on 
Henry Kuttner when, December 1937, he wrote the standard review 
of the film in IMAGINATION), from which I quote:

"Filmed in 1919, this was intended to express the viewpoint 
of a lunatic. It begins with a garden scene showing a zc-mbie- 
like creature telling his companion, with an air of deep secrecy, 
that there are spirits all around us guiding our destiny. 'Ah,1 
says the other ham, ’but have I told you my story?’ And launches 
into the lunacyarn.

"Most notable feature about the film is the scenery, painted 
in a markedly cubistic and futuristic fashion by a potential Es
perantist. Apparently the cast too was supposed to express the 
insanity attributed to them in the mad narrator’s mind, but only 
two succeed: Werner Krausse, as Caligari, and Conrad Veidt as 
the somnambulist.

"Krausse is a delightful charlatan. His rubber face and 
magnificent tongue express everything from insane malignancy to 
lecherous delight. And Veidt, with a chalk-white face and heavi
ly painted lips and eyes, clad in a tight black garment, is ef
fectively macabre. ; •

"The plot deals with the murders committed by the somnambul
ist at the instigation of Caligari, who keeps his pawn in a oof- 
fin-like box. In the end the somnambulist dies in a ditch, and 
we discover all is the fabrication of a frenetic; that the char
acters are the inmates of the asylum of which Caligari is the 
head, not a homicidal maniac."'

"Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari"— surrealistic, screwy, defin
itely the nut s J

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
At eight years of age, this picture scared the knickerbock

ers off me. Which was why I took to wearing balloon pants. The 
Chaney version was really scarier, weirder than the recent pro
duction, with which I presume most of you are familiar.

Don’t known as I can recall the plot straight, even tho’ 
I have seen the picture at least six times thru the years. In 
the early thirties the "Phantom" was given a sound score, several 
talking sequences, and generally revived.

Scene shown in the accompanying litho was in color.

It was the latter half of the original that differed marked
ly from the new version. In it, the Phantom held the girl cap-
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tive while her sweetheart and a friend (not a rival) sought the 
monster?s lair. In this enterprise, they encountered all kinds of 
labyrinthine perils—hanging nooses, trap* doors, a super-heated 
room, etc. One outstanding ecene was where the Phantom, oxygena
ting via a breathing tube, walked undex the water in the canal, 
raised up a hand and Lipped over a boat with its passenger, Ano
ther when Chancy showed the heroine a metal scarab and sone oth
er object, said ‘^Turn ore, and your lover drowns. Turn tbo oth
er, and uhe Opera House blows upj'5 And the terrifying climactic 
moment wuen the girl removes the Phantom’s mask---- and reveals the 
really revolting,, noseless horror of a face. In the end, the 
Phantom dies not under a ten of masonry, but a mass of human 
flesh, as a vengeance-seeking mob pounds him to a pulp...

THE GIRL IN THE MOON
Also known as nFrau Tm Mondn and ”By Rocket to the Moon".

All I know about this picture Is what I (along with the rest 
ot you) have read In Popular Mechanics and TWS and Astounding and 
Sunday supplements, etc. Unfortunately, it did not have a wide 
play in the USA, and never got nearer me than Chicago. Produced' 
just at the time talkies were coming in, sound was dubbed In. A 
cheap edition of the book was available In a slim volume at Ten 
Cent stores for several years thereafter. Novel was written b'y 
the director’s one-time wife, Thea von Harbou. I presume you are 
all familiar with the plot; Rocket goes to moon. But well done!

METROPOLIS
This classic I am going to cover 1n just a few words, and 

1in c I den ta I Fy work 1n a little ad for myself. At the time of the 
Nycon, I. prepared a special souvenir pamphlet thoroly covering1 
the picture. 11 still have a few copies left at 35 cents apiece. 
Each contains a I i thoed insert, different from that shown In Fan 
Slants* Still reproduced here shows son of the Master of Metrop
olis slaving In the subterranean machIne-heart of the great 
e I ec t r i-cl ty • A tale of 2026, a robotrix and a revolution.

JUST IMAGINE
JUST IMAGINE! When I come to write of this scientifilm, I am 

suddenly thunderstruck with the realization that this film, which 
it seems as fho I saw only yesterday, in actuality played four t eerr 
years ago! lit is even perfectly possible that a few of the young
er fans have never even heard of this title, we r en r t born yet when 
this futuristic classic flashed onto the si I ver screen. If was 
half my life ago that I picked up a movie mag and found the ad 
heralding this prophetic picture?



New Iaws for love*..the sky swarmlng with planes. . .a 
q 1 ant rocket shot to Mars. . • a_ r I o t o u s s towaway . • • loo 
Loo, Queen of Mars, throwing a sky par fy for f Ke 
rocketeers. JUS T I MAG I NE Br oa dwa y Ip T980....New 
Vo r k gonefuturistlc.••a tow e r i n g f a n gIe o f pin
nacles, viaducts, b7~ I d ge s. • • .and what fashions I n 
dress 1

Yes, this was a film to send the fan of 1930 Into ecstasy'!

THE PLOT| The hero, J-21 (ptayed by John Garrick, a handsome 
singing star from the Broadway musicomedy stage) Is an ocean liner 
pilot who loves LN.-18 (Maureen O’Sullivan). Newspaper publisher 
MT-3 ('Kenneth Thomson) covets LN-18. The State Tribunal, which 
sanctions marriages on a strictly scientific basis, decides In fa
vor of MT-3 but gives J-21 four months In which to prove himself 
the better man.

Meanwhile, El Brendel, who was knocked Into a state of sus
pended animation In 1930 by a bolt of lightning, Is revived In a 
spectacular laboratory stene. Since he was not Included tn the 
State’s calculations when the numerical names were givep out, he 
Is known as--here memory fails me and I find no ready record-- 
either ”Single-O” or nDouble-O”. For the remainder of this re
view I shall elect to refer to him as ”O-On.

J-21 has a young friend, RT-42 (’Frankie Albertson) who helps 
him thruouf the picture. Marjorie White, a kind of platinum 
blond predecessor of Betty Hutton, played RT-42’s girl-friend < 
li presume she had a number name, but I have forgotten it. I think 
she died in an auto accident several years after the picture was 
made •

At any ra he, 0-0 wanders around as the comic in feresf In the 
world of the future. As I remember It, J-21 1s about to throw 
himself off one of the aerial bridges one nite, In a fit of des
pondency, when a mysterious stranger (one of Mischa Auer’s earli
est appearances, in a serious role) persuades him to come to a 
friend’s house. The friend is the late Hobart Bosworth, who has 
perfected a rocket and seeks a pilot to take it to Mars. J—2) 
accepts.

RT-42 accompanies J. 0-0 is an accidental stowaway. When 
he puts in an appearance, Is Informed they’re heading toward 
Mars, he contends he’d rather go to Pa’’s. Yes, corn is nothing 
new.

The take-off was shown, the rocket soar ing over New Y'ork, 
and I seem to recall some i n ter p I an e f a r y scenes. But I don’t re
call that the characters floated about, fho they did perhaps gain 
greater strength from the lesser gravity of Mars.

Mars, it turned out, was more or less 1nhibI ted--pardon me, 
Inhabited I: mean--by Vomaidens, or maybe I should say Vomarslans. 
Also, all unbeknownst to the travelers from Terra, Mars was made 
up of identical twins--and half of them were nice natured and the 
other half were nasty tempered knanves. This caused no end of 
con f u s ion •
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In the end, J —21 successfully returned io earth and, with a 
captive Marsian as proof of his Interplanetary conquest, won LN- 
18, who became LN-21, and everybody lived happy ever after, ex
cept presumably frustrated MT-3 and maybe the Marsian.

About all I remember about the Marsian was that h.e was a 
big hulking brute of a fellow, possibly portrayed by Noble John
son, the chieftain in ’’King Kong”.

21st Century-Fox produced picture. Its architecture was over 
whelming. The miniature metropolis, which was reported to have 
cos t $ 168,000, was constructed in a balloon hangar. Its build — 
ings-to-scale were 250 stories high, with traffic lanes on nine 
levels. It took 205 engineers and craftsmen five months to cre
ate it.

Helicopters, television, of course, were common. Food--and 
even bootleg hooch (prohibition was still an issue)—came In 
capsules. Even babies-- Well, there is one sequence that Is al
ways quoted by those who remember the film and that is where 0-0, 
who is always lamenting "Give me the good old days” as he swal
lows a tablet described as a beefsteak dinner, or gets drunk on a 
tasteless pellet, sees a couple make a monetary Insertion In a 
machine, turn the selector to ”Boy”, and out pops a baby--and 0-0 
declares ’’GIVE ME THE GOOD OLD DAYS!”

I have been told the foregoing quotation is one of the reas
ons the Hays Office has not permitted the picture to be revived a 
decade after its production.

Some attention was given to styles. I remember the men's 
suits in particular; the coats buttoned on the left side, and the 
trousers had only one pockef--on the hip.

At the famous Carthay Circle theater of Beverly Hills, Cal., 
a souvenir of ’’just Imagine” was distributed in the form of a 
sample of 1980 incense, called ’’The Hour Exquisite”, incased in a 
futuristic box of silver, green and black.

There were three, possibly four, songs in the picture: ’’Tou 
Are the Melody”, ”An Old Fashioned Gir I” and ’’'Never Swat a Fly”. 
Somewhere I believe I have a phonograph record of the latter two. 
’’Melody” and ’’Girl”, at least, were released in sheet music form; 
and if you should be interested in hearing either of them on the 
piano, drop around to my place some time when I rm home and I rlI 
be glad to play them for you. Here are the lyrics of the most 
popular of the 1980 love songs:

”I am only the words, you are the melody;
And we need the two to make a song of love.
Tell me, what good are words without a melody?
They are tike an earth without a sun above.
Alfho my words are sweet, dear, the music's in your heart 
The song won't be complete, dear, 
I1 f we keep the two apart.
But when my words are wedded to your melody— • 
Then the world will hear a perfect song of love’!”

An improvement, at any rate, on Ama r y I I i s y ”'Far, Far Ou F 
in Space”.
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G’Xui TO Tibs SMBWGEM

Doggiej Deggle, little star
How I wonder 71 . yon are

Up above the fan? so ?ngh
Like a C osman in the»sky, • . ;

^hen the fucisr Al Ku de - ' •
bher?. tie noli • ?.g /outc upon.

Then you’ll siow your 1 ii ’ ic light
Degglei D&ggler all ?he night*

You’re the strangest little guy
In your Indian,-) stye

Putting out your lung
Little man you should he hung*

hailing out our old crud sheets
Bleating feeble little "bleats

Furthermore they say„ by hock
That you wash your neck*

It seems to ice a little odd
To hear you are the spawn of god 

with your stupid little blitz
Little man you are the • * * • * -bunki

And. then your darling little Helen
111 have been raped" , I hear her yellin’

Bo with your bleary eyes upon her
You swore you would avenge her honor*

You swaped your ray gun for a slingshot
(Say what is a rhyme for slingshot)

And leaving her upon the floor
You declared your little war.

You went uout and broke the neighbors’ winders
Into a half a million-flinders

You blacked thier eyes, and broke thier noses
-And then you laid them out in rowses

But really, I’m a little bored
To read about your GOSmIC HOAHD

I wish that it would come to pass
That you would shove it up your»• » »nose

And if the day should ever be
T heit fr-ar your nonsense, we are free

And no more r rap fror; ynu to read*...........O’O
Would I ever go on a big party with) T, Bruce Yerke, Li el Brown, Art 
Jocuel, w.'< alt Daugherty, and ab^ut every other fan in fandom* 
OH EIGHTY CTHULH UI &PHHD THAT HAPPY DAY

The FTLanic, his pome.
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WE HAVE "COSMIC MINDS 1



The big question I’m asked when I propose my nation-wide organization is 
WHY ? And usually before I can answer I’m regaled with horror stories of prev
ious attempts to organize fandom. I’m going to take advantage of this offer 
and express my views before any of you can jump on my back*

The answer to that question is simple as digging a hole in the ground if 
you have the right tools.J •

First, fandom needs a change. A change from throe things; (1) the many 
segments (2) the many loual clubs (3) the singular lack of buisncss sense*

The many segments are fandom’s worst detriment. Those segments and their 
machinations are'the promotors of most fan fueds.' Thoir absolute adherence to 
their own ideas, no matter how wrong they may be'j is disgusting, to say the 

least. Don’t got mo wrohg. All segments of fandom don’t come under this head
ing. A goodly number do, however*

In saying that wo need a change from tho many local clubs, I’m not advo
cating that they bo outlawed or that they sh6uld give'up their individualities^ 
for they do serve a limited purposeJ I think, however, it would be wise if they 
were integrated into a country-wide, all embracing organization* At any rate 
their ideas could bo presented to fandom a lot more fairly and with less pred- 
judice than at prosont9

The lack of forthright buisnoss sense is’apalling. It’s unfair to even 
think that fanzines must always bo in the red. At tho very least, fanzines 
should break even* And they could bo made to if they were considered in tho 
sane light as other, hobbies.

Second, fandom is restless. With the near perfection that fanzine publish
ing has achieved, (with tho exception of finaccs), tho necessity for now outlets 
for fans ambitions will have to bo not. Organizational planning and the activi
ties entailed can take tho place of this. Yos, wo’11 go on publishing fanzines, 
but that will fullfill only a small nicho in our ambitions.

Tho third point is the big one. Proffesional magazines have become second
ary to fan activities. Tho reason for this is bbvious; fans being unable to 
make any impression on tho professional editors, turn to the fan feild where 
they can express thoir wishes and get something done about them. Those fans who 
do try to impress pro editors with the need for improvements are met with blank 
stares and/or loud guffaws. It can be likened to the flea on the elephant’s
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ankle. Five hundred voices can be heard a lot farther than'one voice. And it 
takes a lot longer f6r one fan to holler five hundred times, ( basnet heard/ of 
Legler has he., eds), than it does for five hundred fans to holler at once, if 
they all holler together.

And so you have the three modt important reasons for the existanco of a 
national fan organization. There are others, but they will be discussed later©

E.E.Evans presented a paper to the Benvention offering a ” long'range plan” 
in connection with the then existing National Fantasy Fan Federation.' Tho paper 
set forth activities’and goals to be achieved some time in the future. With all 
duo respect to Evans, I believe ho had the cart before the horse. Fran Laney 
has approached me with tho same , i.e. figure out your activities and then or
ganize. Tho idea being to present to would-be- members a full schodual of act
ivities before you’present them with a club to join. I’m convinced that this is 
tho wrong approach. I’m confident that organizational planning should be given 
priority over activities planning, for this reason; you must have a foundation 
before you can build a house. You don’t throw a party in tho living room before 
the contractors arrive to dig thb basement, unless you’ve booh drinking too 
much beer or read-* • Heinlein’s , ” He Built A Crooked House11.

Of course I know the the gathering and sifting of ideas', good and bad, 
that fandom might have on the subject of organization would mean a lot of work^
there i& no getting around it. But wo should bo willing to,.'work for the things
wo want. And if wo arc not willing to get down and dig them', then we’ll neither
get what we want or deserve them. But now I’m preaching.

Naturally, if this organization is promoted it will mean the constitution 
wii have to bo written so that tho group will have tho power to discipline un
ruly members. Now wait a moment before you blow your top. Tho nations of tho 
world have, at one time or another, drawn up'a sot of international laws brand
ing certain acts of aggrosion as world crimes. These laws are mighty nice, but 
nowhOre in then dan bo had a method of punishment if tho laws are'broken. The 
laws, themselves, lack tho value of the paper they arc written on. wouldn’t 
this country.be in a hell of a fix if tho government lacked the power to enforce 
the decisions of the legoslative bodies. Into all tho by-laws there should be 
written methods of punishment to handle law breakers.

Fan publishing efforts should be taxed. Not hoavily, but to the extent that 
tho revenue gathered would provide sufficient revenue to provide a tresury for 
organizational purposes. Of course a program of benefits for those taxed would 
be worked out. But that can be acomplished later.

The preventing of power cliques pushing through legislation is particihlarily 
a hard problem to solve. It’S a side of the buisness that I haven’t given much 
thought to. A simple method , would be to limit constitutionally, the voting*- 
power in areas of known radicalism.

Activities have been mentioned for national fan organizations before. Evans 
mentioned some of the more important ones in his speech before the penvontion. 
Such'activities as agencies to handle and distribute fanzine publishing parphen- 
alia, collect professional and ameaturc magazines and resell them to collectors 
at aa n6minal profit, should be among the first attempted. Laney’s fanzine an
thology, Rothman1 s statistical history of tho future^, and other worthy projects 
could be undertaken later. And they could be done with greater case and dispatch 

(continued on rage a /
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The five of us —* Tom Wright, Bill Watson, George Ebey, Andy Anderson, and 
Harry Honig — had just vacated the AAkermansin and bid the staplecon two a fond 
farewell. Gone were the brigh lights, the smiling faces, the cheery tinkle of 
ice in glasses — cider, fellows; don’t get exited — and the low anecdotes 
generally present at the usual fan gathering* Before us loomed the ebon night 
of 1®, Ashton Smith and Company.

V.re had split into three groups and were gyrating happily down staples avo. 
Tom was 6ccupied in telling #iat an excellent cover ho —- Tom — had drawn for 
CENTAURI, Addy’s now fanzine. Andy, the stout fellow, was engaged in agreeing 
with Wright, if only to keep peace among them,

Watson in turn was busy informing George, what a top flight publication Wat
son was perpetuating on fandom from behind its back, George said yes to this 
and no to that, so they got along fairly well.

About Honig — who makes up for two of us any day — was gurgling delight
fully over a Hadden orig'ional he had purchased at the Staplecon, Far be it from 
us to interupt Harry’s gurgling. We left him alone.

Came a shreikl Honig had wheeled and was facing usll

"Ail Ail Ail shouted Honig. He held a nude in one grimy hand, The hand was 
dirty. Honig was dirty too. The nude was a picture. Not too clean.

” He’ll be on us in a minute”, gasped Andy, ’’Shallwo stare him down or 
start running?” He started running,

’’Arhhl Arghhl” Honig grunted. He mado a menancing step. "Arghh”,

And then came that classic cry — a direct steal from Tucker — TAKE TO THE 
HELGES MEN ' — HONIG’S CMCCNGl That was all that was needed to stir our in
ertia and speed us on our way.

We ran.

Hedges to the right of us. Hodges to the left of us. Hedges to the fore 
of us. And Honig aft — which was too damm much for any man of normal health. 
Wo ran up the’hill, Honig ran up the hill, We dashod hell bent for high water 
down the hill, Honig dashed holl bent for high Water down the hill, we dashed 
along Monterey Blvd. And ditto Harrison.

Ebey found a parked flivor and collapsed underneath it, becomming even dir
tier than before. If stich a thing is at "all possible. There under a flivor 
ho discovered a gutter, and relaxed contentedly. ’Tomo’,’ said Ebey, "I shall
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entitle'it Mutter in The Gutter”, he sighed, and reached for his typewriter --  
finding, by the way: a large ball of wet newspaper, a dead rat, two cents, and 
Watson Who was searching for a girl whom George had thrown away earlier in the 
evenihg, on the way to Forrey’s.

"'Hello, Watson", said Ebey, Taking refuge from the Mad Monster of 26 th 
Avenue, I see",

’’ Well now— I wouldn’t say that", said Watson*

" You just did,” Ebey grinned vilely and immersed the rat in a puddle of 
water nearby.

" He then began to munch on it.

Meanwhile Wright and Anderson were bounding buisily accross the ’prisco 
terrain, attempting to keep away from the clutching paws and drooling lips of 
one Honig.

Arghhl” said Honig. "Arghhl Arghhl"

Honig is a man of few worlds.

” My god,” shouted Wright, "T can’t keep up this pace much longer, ” what 
in hell does the fellow want of us?"

Honig grinned lasciviously.

” Away,” said Andy, ” Away, Honig • You — burp — disgust us”.

” Arghhl" said Honig, remaining true to form.

Wright then dissapeared into a bed of wisteria, ” Wisteria in Oakland,” 
punned Wright," But bed is bed. Haw”, He vanished, (Slow, ostatic gurgles of hap- 
iness gurgled forth.)

Which left only dauntless Andy. Poor Andy. The visiting fireman. Honig 
gained slpwly, / /

” Oh christ", moanes the CENTAURI ed, ” Why did I ever leave pismo Beach, p 
did so like Pismo Beach. I love thee, Pismo Beach.” Andy needloss to say was a 
true son of the beaches of Pismo.

The end was in sight. "Arghh," craked Honig, and grabbod.

” Alas, trapped in the'prime of my manhood," cursed Andy, " Ah misery and 
dammnation------ git away, Honig."

"I’M TOO YOUNG TO DIE," Ho moanod. Then, " Oh well, the army was going to 
get me any day now, anyway ..."

"Arghh"

So the upshot of it was that we sprang vehercntly from gutter, bush, and hodgo 
to rescue Andy and subdue Honig.
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Ha, ha.

A wild scramble ensued. Arms and legs and loud grunts and protestations to ...  
the effect that you better to get to hell off you’re breaking my neck were the 
resultse

Through it all stormed Honig.

"Arghh", said Honig. ' ' . •
* , * * * 1 * f 4

’’ Arghh, yourself. You goddammed ape, you", bellowed Andy, kicking Honig 
in the stomach. ‘

" I wanna go home", moaned George,- " I wanna go to bed"

" Blonde or redheadtonight?", put in Watson. " If it’s a brunette, you car- 
count me in."

"Don’t you think it will be a little crowded bbys ?", said "Tight. " i’ll 
be glad to take over for. both of you, haw.

•0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0- THE END -0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0^0-0-0-0-0-0-

In a recent letter from Bill Watson he asked us to state the following. 
" Will you please mention that I disclaim all responsibility for ARCANA, and 
that this manuscript is not connected with Honig in a writing capacity in any way, 
It is written by Eboy and'myself without any help from little Harry*"

"I make this request; becaiise it so happens that in ARCANA# 1 Honig does a 
little cribbing on his own hook; mainly Ebey’s and my own style. And also on the 
matter of sex. Ebey and I add.a bit too it, jUst to jazz up something that other
wise might be dull and quite boring^ but Honig'^ innocent and stupid Honig, takes 
it upon himself to spread sex far and wide over his blotchy pages. Ebey and j 
want it made Clear that we have no connection with Honig and his stinking pub — 
except myself, who did the mimeoing — for a nice price of Course".

*$******’l<*>l<*********#******!«**’fc***gQ pjj jrp *******s|sj|«**^*J«c**5l<*’Mt************’K**^’i<Jl:il<

WHY ORGANIZE—by Art Sehnert continued fron 
page 33...The Eds).

if all fans were working together on them.

Well, I’ve had my blast. This is merely a very sketchy outline of my own ' 
thoughts. I offer this, humbly, as not tho only way the organization would work, 
but as my conception of a working program. In the ond it would be yours and all 
of fandoms ideas that qere incorporated into the group.

From an unathouratative source^ I’ve received some reports, that Ashley will 
attemp the rejuvenation of the NFFF. If Ashley verifies this then my own plans 
will fade into the background. I shall attempt to introduce some of fay policies 
into the new NFFF, though. After all its not who does the organizing, it’s get
ting the organizing done that counts.
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.’’When the Sleeper Wakes” did not rely on any new and start
ling literary devices when it appeared in 1899. In fact, it was in 
reality a number of years behind the times. Bellamy1 s ’’Looking Back
ward,” Donnelly’s ’’Caesar’s Column” and others had postulated the ad
ventures which might befall a man from their own time (or at least a 
similar time) should he be cast into the future a number of years«

Rather, H G Wells’- sociological novel was an attack on the 
state of things as they seemed likely to be, judging from the trends 
evident at the time of writing. As much or more than Donnelly, he 
pointed out the seemingly inevitable separation of humanity into 
classes--the upper class, rising higher and higher, building great 
false-front edifices of civilization upon a constantly further down
trodden lower class. •

It might be said that ’’When the Sleeper Wakes” was an early 
page from Wells’ book of future history, and that ’’The Time Machine” 
was the last. The delicate eloi and the grisly morlocks of the latter 
story were the .direct descendants of the’ classes which existed in the 
world in which Graham--the Sleeper--found himself. ■

Wells himself was far from satisfied with the 1899 version 
of ’’When the Sleeper Wakes,” terming it ’’one bf the most ambitious and 
least satisfactory of my books.” He went on, ’’Like most of my earlier 
work, it was written under considerable pressure; there are marks of 
haste not only in the writing of the latter part, but in the very con
struction of the story... I wound up the Sleeper sufficiently to make 
it a marketable work, hoping to, be able to revise it hbfore the book 
printers at any rate got hold of it. But fortune was against me...”

In 1910 or 1911, Mr Wells belatedly received the opportunity 
he had missed twelve yearsbefore. Thomas Nelson and Spns, publish
ers, planned to issue .the ’’Sleeper” for the fifth time (Harper Bros, 
and MacMillan and Co. having been previous owners). The Wells of 
thirty-one who had written the book was now a Wells of forty-three, 
and it was too late and remote for him to attempt any drastic recori- 
struction of this earlier work. So he ’’played now merely’ the part of 
an editorial elder brother: cut out relentlessly a number of long 
tiresome passages... and straightened out certain indecisions..."

A

Over six thousand words were cut out of the earlier version, 
and only a fraction of that number written -in. While the first edi
tions had twenty-four chapters, the revised one had twenty-five, the 
chapter ’’While the Aeroplanes Were Coming” (XXIII) being split, and 
the first part of it retitled, as Chapter XXIII, ’’Graham Speaks His 
Word.” ’’While the Aeroplanes Wore Coming” became Chapter XXIV, and 
’’The Coming of the Aeroplanes” Chapter XXV.

In order to facilitate comparison of the two editions we 
have adopted the following key system. ”0” stdnds for the first edi
tion, ’’When the Sleeper Wakes,” published by HappBr^&TBrothers in 
1899. ”N” refers to the revised edition,;retitled "The Sleeper
Awakes,” issued by Thomas Nelson and Sons in-1911. The top, middle, 
or bottom of any page will be noted as ”t”, "m”, or "b”.

Incidentally, there were fifteen illustrations in the first 
edition, but only one' (and a new one at that) in the revised edition.

Wells begins his alteration gradually, with a phrase here, a 
word there, apparently so as to gradually accustom the reader who may 
have been familiar with the first editions to the more drastic changes 
and omissions to come. On the meeting of Isbister and Graham, Is-



■bister no longer "looked at him and wondered transitorily if some com
plex Providence had indeed brought them together that afternoon" (04- 
b). He merely "looked at him" (N8-m)• 014-b, "It was a cataleptic
rigour at first, wasn’t it?" is altered to "Do you mcan--he was stiff 
and hard?" on N17-b. "Induction Coils" on 015-m are merely "Coils" in 
N18-t. The reference to "Looking Backward" is dropped when the words 
"It’s Bellamy" (017-b) are omitted (N20-m). A possible change in the 
state of things in England at the time may be revealed when the para
graph "’It is,’ said Isbistcr. ’As a matter of fact, it’s a case for 
a public trustee, if only wo had such a functionary.’" (018-m) is cut 
to the curt "^.Rather’, said Isbistcr." (N20-b).

Chapters III, IV, V, and VI were left untouched. In Chapter 
VII, Wellsbegins gradually to shape the psychological effect of the 
story in slightly different ways. When Graham, the Sleeper, is being 
held incommunicado by the Council, it is no longer "his prison" (071- 
t), but rather "the rooms" (N69-m). Graham is no longer "wrestling 
darkly with the unknown powers that imprisoned him, and which he had 
deliberately challenged" (078-t, N76-t), in Chapter VIII.

It is impossible to list here each of the seventy-odd 
minor or drastic changes that were made in the story, and after this 
introduction, showing in what manner alterations were made, we must 
confine ourselves to major revisions.

Chapter XII presents one of the two major changes in words 
used. Where in 0141-t, the flying machines are referred to as "acro- 
pilcs," (in 1899 flying was not an accomplished fact, and each exper
imenter chose his own words for his inventions) on N135-b the word is 
changed to "aeroplanes," and continues so throughout the book.

Some of the most fervent cuts in the entire book were made 
in Chapter XIV, "From the Crow’s Nest." Of the twenty pages of re
capitulation and reverie in which Graham indulges, only eight are left 
intact. One page (N158) contains three paragraph:? which are all that 
are left of the last twelve pages of theorizing, from 0166 to the end 
of the chapter. These paragraphs arc from pages 0166 and 0167.

With the entrance of Helen Wotton into the picture, Mr Wells 
begins his most drastic editing. In the preface to the new edition, 
he tells how and why ho did this: "The worst thing* in the earlier 
version, and the thing.:that rankled most in my mind, was the treatment 
of the relations of Helen Wotton and Graham. Haste in art is almost 
always vulgarisation, and I slipped into the obvious vulgarity of 
making what the newspaper syndicates call a ’love interest’ out of 
Helens vdllhbrfebwaaauvpnparciymdyr'ihtimat^ that instead of going up in 
the flying-machine to fight, Graham might have given in to Ostrog, and 
married Helen. I have now removed tho suggestion of the uncanny con- 
nubialities. Not the slightest intimation of any sexual interest 
could in truth have arisen between these two. They loved and kissed 
one another, but as a girl and her heroic grandfather might love, and 
in a crisis kiss."

In fact, Graham as a possible romantically inclined individ
ual is completely absent. The paragraph (0189-m) which might depict 
him so is cut out (N169-m). And where, in 0190-m, Graham’s eyes "wan
dered for another sight of that face that had appealed so strongly to 
his sense of beauty," in N170-t "his eyes wandered for another sight 
of the girl of the first revolt."

The beginning of Chapter XVI, "The Aeropile," (retitled "The 
Monoplane" in the new edition) cuts out the description of the pre
Wright Brothers flying experiments, which was no, longer necessary,



and retains only two paragraphs from what was once five pages. Also 
omitted is detail of the engine of the monoplane and mention of the’ 
drinking of a dose of ”ergot”--”to counteract the possible effect of 
diminished air pressure upon the system.”

’’Labour Department” instead of ’’Labour Company” is the sec
ond change of words used throughout, and occurs for the first time on 
0225-b and N195-m, in Chapter XVIII. And at the end of this Chapter, 
more cutting of the relations between Graham and Helen. In Chapter 
XXI, Wells cuts out a bit of biting sarcasm on 0274-t, in the visit 
of Graham and Asano to the factories: ’’But why should the gentle 
reader be depressed? Surely to a refined nature our present world 
is distressing enough without bothering ourselves about these miseries 
to come. We shall not suffer anyhow. Our children may, but what is 
that to us?” When the news of the coming of the Black Police spreads, 
and Graham returns to the Council House, he*no longer first demands to 
see Helen Wotton (0280-m), but asks only for Ostrog (N249-m).

Also in Chapter XXII, Wells makes one of the few additions 
that he made throughout the story. In the last paragraph (0293-m), 
which concludes with the sentence, ’’Over there those square blue 
shapes, the flying stages, meant Ostrog; against Ostrog he was fight
ing for the world.”, he has instead (N261-b) made a new paragraph, 
reading ’’Over there those square blue shapes, the flying stages, meant 
Ostrog; against Ostrog, who was so clear and definite and decisive, he 
who was so vague and undecided, was fighting for the whole future of 
the world.”

’’Aeroplanes at Arawanl” reads the line (0296-m) in Chapter 
XXIII, while in N264-t it is ’’Aeroplanes at Madridl” In the scene 
where Graham is about to address the people, and Helen Wotton comes to 
the studio, over a page of writing is omitted (0297-298). Where in 
0299-t it is ouite obvious that Helen’s arrival has helped him (rWThe 
thoughts that had been in his mind before she came returned, but 
transfigured, no longer touched with the shadow of a possible irrel
evance”) in N265-m it leaves him unmoved (”He wished passionately for 
the gift of moving speech.”). Also, in the next paragraph as revised, 
he admits that he may be overthrown.

The paragraph beginning ’’Charity and Mercy” (N266-m) was in
serted. And where, originally, as he finished his speech Helen ad
dresses him as a lover (030D-b & 301-t) in the revision she has only 
words for him impersonally (’’Father of the World-Sire I”) on N267-m.

Five and a half' pages were cht of the description of Helen & 
Graham’s waiting for news of the fighting 0304-b to 310-m) • And, as 
one of his most descriptive paragraphs (0311-t): ’’For an Instant 
Grahafli ahdaHetennstood in silence, their hearts were beating fast, 
they looked at one another. For one last moment there gleamed in Gra- 
ham his dream of empire, of kingship, with Helen by his side. It 
gleamed, and passed.” The end of the chapter was completely redone. 

The. superfluous line, ’’The combat was declined,” (0321-t) 
was cut on N280-b. Graham’s amazement at what he had done (0326-m) 
was cut (N285-m), as was the mention of Ostrog’s plane (0326-b, .N285- 
b) and Graham’s realisation that London was saved (0329-t, N287-b).

”My Graham dies, as all his kind must die, with no certainty 
of either victory or defeat,” Mr Wells concludes his preface. ’’who 
will win--0strog or the People? A thousand years nonce that will 
still be just the open question we leave, today.”
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AC OCT THIS COLM

The scarlet flower’, with never a sister leaf,
Stemless, springs from the cactus thorn:

Thus from ragged wounds' of deperate grief*
A beautiful thought, perfect and pure, is born.

----  Laurence Hop©

See, that’s just the trouble with this column - you never know when i»m 
going to be serious’and when not© First; a bit in dead earnest, and then either 
slapstick or satire. Oh well ................cc.

Of course you’re all acquainted with that-new’ journalistic style of self- 
defence origionated by the late Savior of All Mankind in FAI^WSANALIZER # 2, 
wherin he defended himself in a classic manner from certain persons ( no names 
mentioned) who were getting ready to perform some (unmenbioned sort of) attack 
upon the personal integrity'of El Salvadors So, using his ’’beating aroun the 
bush”mcthod ’of retaliation, I open this column by taking up my typewriter in

Those of you who redd the last install
ment of this column, no doubt remember 
the* garbled section labeled HOT FONT. 
Yes, the mimeoing was rather bad, 
wasn’t ti? Of course you could hardly 
expect it to be much better when 
when you consider that the stencil had 
origionally had been*used to run off a 
hundred or so copies, after..which it .was 
crumpled and thrown in the waste barrel 
(oh yes we use three waste barrels in the 
cltib room for Crud containers — about 
four feet high, and two and a half in 
diameter) then later revived somewhat the 
worse for wear. Correction fluid was us
ed in various censored spots, and the 
same stencil was rerun.

Now to get on with the promised de
fense, or rather with my account of where 
I-was-on-tho-night-of-September 20th*
You see JOYf was origionally wtitten 

as a satire (end a half-serious protest) on a certain childish and slightly 
objectionable adts being carried on at a certain (unmentionable) place. Theft 
certain persons, whose names were not even mentioned in the origional column, nad 
whose nrmes, I shall refrain from mentioning here objected violently; mainly be
cause the rather hazy mention of their activities (the only name connected did 
not care to object) might cause f&ndom to fall, under the severe ban of the 
churches — and honest to Lucifer, that really was the reason they gave for’Hheir 
protest. And so those persons insisted upon usisng their power as assistant 
Editors of that issue of FAN SLANTS , demanded that the whole column be dropped.
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They were finally appeased when the part that told about them burning bibles had 
been obliterated, so that in the end, that part of the column appeared to be 
no more than aimless raving about someone somewhere doing something that i’d 
rather not talk about. So naturally the thing didn’t make sense, and even had 
a slightly unsavory odor. • .And as for the oho fan who thought it concerned 
the Cosmic, Circle, I’m very sorry it did not , however; if it had, those who 
protested might have been less exited. •••••••
JUUl . J1JU1 JLJ1J1 W* ."J'J[ ' JLUJJ. JJJ1J1 j;jiji JUIJI

v-jj rniir iM? mrir w yfinr -JW Tnnr v innf Wi ir.TTt •A..'? jn-tt \W>

SO YOU THINK YOU’RE A SLAN I

”'I knew that I- was different from all other human beings whom T had ever 
met, but I didn’t realize how different. I didn’t know what I was going to 
do with my life, but I knew that I should soon find something pretty big 
and desperate to do , and that I must make myself ready for it.” 
(From ODD JOHN) - ------ --- - -Olaf Stapleton.

The LASFS recently had a discussion on the various types of supermen stor
ies — such as — SLAN, ODD JOHN;’ THE GLADIATOR, ISE NEW ADAM otc. The whole 
discussion was quite interesting, and touched on may points. However’; the point 
which I hope to discuss here concerns a rather assanine assumption which frin
ges on the subject.

It seems.'that many fen have'come to use the words fan and slan synonomously. 
Now I realize, that, like myself, most fen confuse the terms half in jest. How
ever, this letter isn’t always true, for many believe (fully as much as any rel
igionist trusts his croed) that fans are slans per se.

Now it should be first understood that Van Vogt (as well as other authors 
ofl supermen y&rns) concerned himself with not merely superior members of the 
human species, but rathe® with a now and superior race./ And this is what the 

term ’’slan” implies. Cetainly we could, find no single 
characteristics, that definitely set us apart from tho human 
gens. Yet wo have a little more Vivid an imagination than 
the average specimen of homo saps, but this is 
tinctive feature.

Most of tho fictional mutants have been 
physical, as wOll as mental supermen. Hore 
fen7 as a class, would fall far below tho aver
age, 

As for'the assumption of mohtal super
iority, that is in substance, little more

.than the face saving dream ofl a group of face - saving egotists. 
But oven if I ‘were to scoff -.at tho idea of fen as supermen; I stiL 
cling tenaciously to the claim that our average intelligence is 
far above that of tho man-on-tho-street. But just how much doos 
that mean ?

not a dis-

Sciehce fiction, itself, is more stimulating to an intelligent mind than 
any othe branch of. pulp fiction.' The “hudunits” also stimulate but the rest 
appeal only to man’s brute force, or his emotions. Thus stf’s appeal is to a
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slightly higher mental group. The headers of &tf are exposed to all the arguments 
psychology/and the facts of physical sciences, phiilosophy and sociology* Tua 
general atmosphere is liberal, agnostic and optimistic. "And if the readers them
selves average high, so fen would average a bit higher.' As in art - those w/m 
pass thru an art gallery are likely to be, on the average, of higher intelligence 
and sesitivity than those who pass it on the street; and the dilletants are usually 
a bit superior to the casual visitot to the galleries.. Fen are dilletantes'of 
stfantasy* However society, as yet, has found little use for the dilletante, 
unless personal gratification of onds self is sufficient excuse for ones exis
tence 3 Fen, like other dilletantes, are superficially interested in human cult
ure Thier interests often skim the surface of great subjects, so that they are
able to'give the impression of wide knowledge. They will go off on some wild
tangent, following almost tinrelon tingly to its almost usless end/ Thus with 
fan publishing, collecting, or such things as a deep study Of Atlantology, Black
Magic, or other typical fan activities — large trees that seldom bear fruit, and
I might add that seldom reproduce (here I deal with averages).

But'before casting our egocentric theory of fan superiority aside entirely, 
let us go at it from another angle. The Slans were the finished product of a rad
ical mutation, even more so, homo -superior ODD'JOHN. But it is not alonex 
thrc’\-'n radical mutations that the race evolves. 'The process of natural selection 
slowly weeds out those unable to meet its demands’, and saves thdse who are super
ior o But in what way superior? We have hot yet discovered Nature’s standard. 
Is tie human race to tend toward physical* sexual, artisitic, or intelligent inte- 
lectunl superiority. Of course man has advanced far enough where he is able to 
take a hand in his ovzn destiny. Thus, man might soon be able to select his own 
descendents according to, his own standards.

But to get back to my point; the race evolves slowly. Nature experiments 
at producing a higher form of life • Most df the experiments result in spec
imen which vary only in small details from the norm (sic) the world’s standards. 
Oitoh this is directly'due to nature’s failure to produce an individual compet
ent of maintaing its own existance. At other timesj the experiment, itself,|s 
sucossful, but the individual, is overwhelmed 'by the’ sheer bulk of the common 
h/rd (thus with Wylie’s" GLADIATOR and ODD JOHN.) But nature is not easily diverted 
for the experiments continue and the results are progressivley more satisfactory.

Now, most fen, I'thinly are sthe results of some of these experiments. 
However.. in the case of fen, as well as among many other classes, the produxt is 
an individual that has difficulty ajusting itself. Perhaps this is because the 
indiv Idual is primed for a slightly higher type of existance than those about 
h.im. l'ut the sheer weight of their numbers bears him down. But m6re often, it 
is tmic t iat the•individual, while perhaps superior in some ways^ is unbalanced, 
acJ. as such, unfit to cipe with life as a whole. Now I do not mean that fen 
sij.uld i*eel unique because they are the results of nature’s experiments, for so 
is -very other living thing. Fen simply come from slightly-more-radica-than- 
aVv.ru go-' tryouts.

Nor'is it to be assumed that nature is attempting to produce science- fic
tion nor even that fenj as such, may’bo considered a’class. Fen,“per se,
ue aot a class of variants. But some individuals from manjr classes find in fan
dom 'an outlet for energies for which they can otherwise find little satisfactory 
use , . and a refuge from the persecution with which the world chastises all who 
differ from its retrogressive standards.
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One >f the greatest and most fascinating heroes of science- fic
tion is a reptile, a giant dinosaur.

No one who has ever read Tohn Taino’s Before The Dawn can over 
forgot Belshazzar$ tho magnificent and terrifying creation who'striked 
through its pages, dominating'and defying his primitive world, impla
cable and fearless to the last. Mercyiand "ethics” ho know not, but
his magnificent courage makes him admirable. : ; "If l^o . lacked human in
telligence, ho exhibited a substitute ; fierce cunning and consum- 
nato skill in forcing his inhospitable envkonment to'yield him-tHo 
necessities of life — which was singularly like reason..,. Ho fought 
the entire world, for the whole age was against, :bi.m and his kind. That 
he had the instinctive brute courage to face insuperable odds even 
without knowledge of what was against him instead of accepting the in- d 
evitable defeat before ho-was forced to vias not evidence of stupidity 
but of sportsmanship. He would see it through to the end and bo damn
ed to it. No apology from any human* being is in order.”

- John Taino, in reality Eric Temple Boll,- Professor of Mathematics 
at tho California Institute of Technology, has the widest knowledge of 
science himself land close contact with the loading mon in every field. 
In this book of "FantascioneeV yfaterm originated by him), ho delves 
into the past by tho. theoretical possibility of moasuroing tho chahgos 
in the atoms of crystals caused by the light which shone on them in 
past ages, and from those changes recreating the scenes of the past. 
Langtry■invents tho»electronic analyser, and with Bronson and Sellar 
h^iryustigatos the'Ago. of. Reptiles.

From then on1 tho book is a 
picture of that'fearful ago as it 
must have existed, with its terri
ble inhabitants struggling against 
lack of food, volcanic activity, 
and convulsions of nature destined
to destroy them.

BEFORE THE DAW is magnificent 
proof that love interest, hero and 
heroine, and indeed any humans at 
all, are not'necessary for a fasci
nating story, It is a book no sci
ence fiction fan should miss.
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hy Walt JIlqIs tWer

When Tucker was born a month too soon his parents were very much 
surprised. They had expected a baby.,

•He was born with six fingers on each hand and six toes on e a c h 
foot, or vice versa, and though his parents had the extra toes cut off 
at birth they decided to let him keep the extra fingers as he display* 
ed a talent for music at birth by crying in B Flat Major, embellished 
by sanguine glissandos. This was a remarkable featj even for Odd Bob, 
Later, when he developed a penchant for the piccolo, his extra fingers 
proved cumbersome, so they went the way of the extra toes,

Tucker’s parents lived in a two story dwelling, Tucker’s room 
was on the top floor and as he had a peculiar aversion to dwelling on 
the second floor, he developed heightrophobia very early 'in life and 
took to living in a basement as soon as he left his folks. And that 
is the way he has lived ever since — in abasement.

Tucker was a very precocious child, and his natural affinity to
wards bon mottes and wise cracks garnered him considerable derision. 
His father just loved to take care of him. He. would put little Bobbie 
in his baggy and take him for long walks in the woods — and leave him 
there. How and then one would see Tucker’s father trying to t r a d e 
Bobbie for some other proud parent’s offspring -----  because they had a 
better buggy.

Little Bobbie was never a strong child. In fact, he was so weak 
he had to suck his thumb through a straw. His mother had to put 
starch in his milk to keep him from folding up. To this day he has to 
be reinforced with scotch tape.

Tucker, since birth, has held the admiration of women and he



claimslit gets mighty-tiresome. Just what females sic. in a bunch o f 
bones surrounded by a delapidatod torso like Tucker’s has always been

source of mystery. But nevertheless, the fact that women thro w 
themselves at his feet cannot bo denied.

It is a revelation to walk down the street with Tucker, Every 
young girl ho passes stares at him like a ghoul with gastritis, But ho 
passes these lovesick lassies with such nonchalance and swagger that 
ho gives you the impression that ho is a Sultan walking among his Eu- 
nechs.

Ah, but when some slick chick catches his'eye or pleases his fan
cy, he sprouts fangs, gets down on all fours, and howls at the moon. 
Sometimes he drools too.

I met Tucker for the first time at the Chicon, My first impress
ion was that he was an extroverted egotist. It has always been a 
source of dismay to me as to how I ever got such an impression, for by 
the end of the second day I was beginning to think Tucker n i g h t be 
human. To this day I’m not sure whether he is or not.

I missed the chance of knowing the real Tucker at the Chicon be
cause I was very busy making a impression with Forrie and Morojo, who, 
at the time, and as I was a brand new fan seemed to be bigger catches. 
For this I am not sorry as Forry and Morojo are almost in a class with 
Tucker. Of course, no one can measure up to Tucker’s high standard. 
After all, he is six foot three.

The first chance I really had to know Tucker was during the first 
Michicon and the trip to Canada that Bob, Jane, and I made after the 
convention terminated. I discovered under that outer shell of wit, a 
likeable lug with a natural inclination for making friends and keeping 
them, I also discovered a pal, the best pal I have. You can search 
the whole of fandom and I’m sure you’ll never come across a stauncher 
bond of friendship than that which exists between Bob and I. And I’m 
extremely grateful for that friendship.

If you know the jerk as well as I do, you would understand why I 
like him. He’s such a helpless creature, and I’ve always had a pecu
liar fondness for dumb animals, especially baboons.

There are many reasons why Tucker and I get along together. For 
one thing, we’re both nuts, I lean toward the hazel variety and Tuck
er is the kind they usually keep locked up behind bars. Then there is 
his damned penchant for the unpredictable. If there is something new 
around fandom you can rest assured that Tucker has had his h a n d in 
it. He likes to do such lovely things as sending telegrams about ab
solutely nothing, just so ho can have the satisfaction of thinking you 
wore awakened in the middle of the night. Ho simply adores sending C. 
0. D. packages filled with empty tin boxes and trash he cleaned out of 
his drawers. Considering the fact that he changes drawers t w i c e a 
year-. :h< i?e is usually a plethora of trash. But, best of all, Tuck
er’s forte is women. His feminine admirers are legion and they usual
ly like Ticker’s friends. I have Tucker to thank for one of the cute
st lutrle nurses in captivity.

Yes. my friends, in spite of a protuding navel, emaciated • puss, 
and the f^ot that he drools at the slightest provocation, Bob Tucker 
is almost, human, and I think humans are swell people.



BEING LETTERS FROM THE READERS
HARRY WSRNER Jr.

While reading it I had the most persistant impression that dbt was really an 
issue of FANTASITE instead of a different, new fanzine. The pica type and the 
headings probably accounted for the idea.

The idea din Clyne’s covers don’t compare with'the beautiful exicution, I s 
shudder to think of the lithographing costs though, and I wonder why you LA fans 
don’t look into the'idea of getting a lithographing machine. It would proabably 
be pretty expensive, but if a dozdn or more chipped in, the burden wouldn’t be 
umanagcable, and} part of the purchse price could be gained by doing work for 
out of town fans.

Phil Bronsons words struck mo as being sensiblo and sound. There isn’t any 
sense in maintaining rigid formality in a femall group where the members know 
each other itamatoly; but at the same time, I’m inclined to believe that a skel
eton of law and order should bo maitainod if the club is to succeed, pules and 
order arc not more ceremony, but a tried and proven way of doing thins quickly 
and efficiently.

Yorke’s two bits are as delightful as anything Tubby has done in a long time. 
The few lines that Russell devotes to the "Conspiricy Of The Carpenters” really 
intruiges me and I’ll have to try to persuade our local library to buy it. pan 
Pout was an encouraging start toward that tarost of things, a really good fan 
column,' "Hot Pout was a wee but puzzling, was it merely an excerciso in caustic 
writing, oi liioant to refer to the Cosmic Circle Activities, included among which 
I understand, was Dcgler’s burning of lots of stuff before ho left LA«

RUSSELL WILLSEY , ’
A mechanical cover. ... especially a rocket ship •• .would not bo lacking 

in appeal. Daugherty’s filler on Da Vinci was old stuff I already knew. Tho book 
report was good, but'I’d have enjoyed it more if I’d read the book, Yorke’s sat
ire was a good picve, but I thought it was a-little too sharp. Aiken’s srticlo 
rates very high ... the last line was a corker. Wacky Acky’s bit looked like 
something from VCM. Rates high because'of tho facts contained, not the writing. 
Don’t know why I didn’t like the roviow, I dgreod with most of tho ideas and rat- . 
ings but . . .? Fan Pout wandered too much, though I like Jike’s stylo, out of 
the night fantastic was good — but why all the sudden plugging of the word Hoary? 
It brings memories’of the Ancient Mariner .( Ed note, the word was used once , 
in tho first verso.

ART SEHNERT
The first paragraph of "In Introduction", is'something I’ve boon tolling my 

wife for weeks. Proffobional mags are secondary, activities primary. A few fans 
are realizing this this, and I hope they realize it soon enough to toll palmer 
he can take BLAZING- and shove it up his---- noso. ( I’ve an article on palmer 
and his comming up in my own ipag. Bronson gives a concise picturd of most 
fan clubs. We had one here once; what to do at meetings was the’real problem. 
We usually solved it by drinking boor and verbally fighting the question of rol-
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igion, Agnosticism usually won out.
Despite the genius of Da Vinci, Ican’t help but disagree with Daughertytg 

hypothesis. Even if Da Vinci had made the world sit up and take notice; p doubt 
that we’would have had tanks and planes 200 years agoc (( Da Vinci was only 
one man. Most of his inventions could not have been perfected without indust
rial teqniques which took research staffs years to discover and refine to the 
point where they could have been usbd commercially.) —The eds)

Never saw a better book review, Don’t need to read the book now.

FRANCIS T, LANEY
The first issue offers much promise, and may well develope into one'of the 

top four or five fanzines. Although the material whs exceptionally good, tho 
reproduction and presentation were to put it mildly, rotten. I particularly 
dislike the way THE DAMM GUY and my own article werw butchered by the omission 
of lines between pogos? In both c&ses it practically ruined the items, you 
are going to have to watch’spelling, aud typing with an eagle eye if you are to 
continue to get good stuff.

It is hoped that y ou can have some interior art of the same high quality 
as the cover in your future issues.

Though I have had adverse comment of Russell’S book report — mostly con
cerned with the length — after oading it carefully, I can soe nothing that should 
have been omitted; and in fact consider it to be ono of tho best pieces of crit
ical work- I Ivo seen in a fanzine.

Thor?, cun b. no question about it — Bronson has replaced the octopus — • 
For all pr'ctic.1 purposes. this monster of the deep is now as cktinct as the 
dodo. One might well say the same thing about Bronson of course^ but this is 
no place to go into that. I can not help wondering what changes, if any, this 
may make in the biological classification of Bronson’s big sister. Through her 
close family connection with Phil does this not perhaps make her an octopus 
too?

Providing you keep a large percentage of stf-weird-fantasy as in this 
issued I can see no possible reason for not continuing the use of non-stf mat
erial, and in fact such items lend a refreshing element to FAM SLANTS. Keep it 
comming«

T.B. THOMPSON
Some are going to complain about your failure to use one type face through

out; but I sec nothing wrong with using different typers for different articles 
and colums. "Fan Fout”is quite satisfactory. Daugherty’s stuff is well dbne but 
definitely passe. I’m getting a little tired of hearing about his numerous in
ventions. He was an inventor in the same sense as Padgett, author of the Galla- 
ger yarns in Astounding. For that , he deserves a great ddal of credit; but he 
hadn’t actually built a working model of many of his ideas, so far as known.

I certainly agree with you on the matter of helping new fans, you may or 
may hot know that the origional idea of the Welcoming Comitteo for the NFEF was 
mine, later enlarged in scope and detail by the Strangers , and eventually 
distorted out of recognition by the comittee chairman. Still Ihter, it started 
functioning on a simplified basis similar to the origional plan, under the dir
ec ti6n of Walt Leibscher. It was a bit grandiose as origionally conceived; perk 
haps, but the plan never was given enough of a- "rial to be sure.

DONAL A. WOLIHEIM
Daugherty’s stuff is rather trite. Wilmorth'very interesting; more details 

please. Pro mags'interesting. Penguin---- pooey. Haven’t covered Loney suffic
iently to comment, but looks meaty, like neat. Cover, front & back terriffic. 
Several of the ods around this non-stf office saw it and enjoyed it.



SIDNEY M. DEAN
I discovered your picture'on the cover of issue 1. Whoso chest are you 

sitting on ? ( Yours, you dope, didn’t you recognize it?....Mol). Tho art work 
on tho contents page is tho one facinating thing in this issue. SI say remark-'' 

heoanso I oan,t ^besibly see how so much tripe could be assembled in one 
place. Also I rather enjoyed the subtle digs you took at other stg clubs.

, V Sgt, Lynn Bridges
'The covers were both excellent. Bronson’s views on fan clubs were interes

ting, although I believe the importance of local clubs is over emphasized. Moto 
fans have entered fandom independently than through local clubs. But it can»t 
be denied that a well organized and active fan organizatioh is a great aid in 
keeping fandom alive.

The laney article was the best thing in tho issue. I’d'like to seo more 
such'serious articles. Can’t agrce'much with what Laney says, for unlike most 
fans, I’m not particularily radical, and can’t seo that thoro is anything'so 
much wrong with the present state. of civilization. It can bo improves, and 
improved a lotj but such changes as a ro nocossaj can bo mado gradually.' Bottor 
education for more people would do a'lot more toward a bettor government, than 
a new system of government. Basicly, there isn’t much difference in any of the 
various forms of government as is generally believed. Communism, fdecism, or any 
thing else works basicly by placing tho power in tho hands of a fow, for tho gon- 
oral betterment of tho many. Soon loaders abuse tho power thus granted them, 
and then it requires wars or revolutions to take that powor away from them. But 
even Hitler went into power with tho consent and approval of tho majority of 
his countrymen.

Wilmorth’s article fills me with envy. I have hopos of getting ovor that 
way myself some of these days. Either'England,. Australia, or somowhoros, but 
so far I have been ih tho army two yoars, and have spent every bit of it in the 
Southeastern part of tho U.S.

JOSEPH L. SALTA
Having attended tho film version of ” Tho Undying Monster", I fioubly en

joyed Russell’s book roprt. Russoll was quite justified in calling the movie 
a "batardizod Hollywood version ” . His mature, if somewhat detailed essay left 
nothing to be desired'.

Francis T. Lahey, whose name suggests that mild quality of being a benev
olent Irish priest, seemingly expresses a very bitter resentment towaed the past 
and present'civilizations. Such fustian bombastic statements as he expounds in 
his article, ’’Toward Utopia”, concerning religion, democracy otc would bo likely 
to bring forth retribution from those who ho opposes wore Mr. Lanoy a person of 
importance bdt since he prefers to hide and sulk behind his cloak of wiioal 
introversion, I doubt that much will coAo of it. Oh well, what tho holli I 
don’t think he*s so very far from wrong, myself. Thus I will rotract my former 
remarks and say that at least I admire his admittance of his own shortcommings. 
Too, his is a practical progressive^ form of social philosophy. And ywt.......

Should anymore fragments'of alleged humor such as "Will Bronson Replace 
The Octopus?” bo forthcomming, I shall await thorn with docidod apathy.

J.K. Aiken’s,” Abegginors guide to fandom” was excellent and vory true 
I hope to see all tho forthcomming fantasy films which FJA montionod. Thoro 
must be some good ones among thorn,

Ahl What an author Randolph Tillywish must bo. What qn author! just take 
for instaiicq that undernourished biography he wrote of ” The Damm Guy". Note 
the exaist, precise phrasing, the subtle inuendos, the ribald humor, and the sha
ded vertones of satirical sadism. Masterful I Let us have more and more of' 
Tillywishes magnetic manuscripts. ( Eds note., Joo is a former pal of minoi 
having been at one time Director of tho now dofunct C.F.S in Portland).
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pataaon. pqttLQaLaTLty
Merlin Brown, known with genial familiarity as "Mel", come to Los'Angelas m d 

the Fantasy Society slightly lass than a year ago, and since that time, the rm 
established members have hold the unanimous opinion that nothing quite like Merlin 
has over boon, observed by anyone, anywhere, at any time.

The original Merlin, if you arc familiar with your English literature, was a 
somewhat menacing character extant during the times of King Arthur. The Merlin is 
also a member of the falcon family of boids and is known as a sort of backhanded 
and overgrown blackbird. Our own Merlin seems to have maintained those various 
traits, components of a more subtle but ever-present facet of his personality.

B-rown^now twenty-eight, hails from Portland, Orc., whore ho seems to havo 
boon a minor 'background figure in Portland transportation circles and in pscudo- 
’political labor maneuvers. It is” his boost that during the middle of the depres
sion ho was "one of the three mon in Portland who had jobs," This fact led up in 
his marriage in late 1938, an event which might not havo occurred had' loro persons 
in the city boon employed at the time. At the moment Brown is going through in
volved and complicated legal proceedings which nay end in a divorce.

While in Portland, Merlin made sone headway in stirring Northwestern fandom 
into a semblance.of activity? Ho was in touch with Ludowitz at one time, a contact 
he regrets extremely. The Coltubia Science Fantasy Society which Brown’s'sidekick 
Sid Dean created in Portland during 1941 and 1942 was an ephemeral affair, boasting 
sixtdon members, but little heard of in other sciontifictional circles, 'in any 
c'so, Portland seems to bo quite defunct as a centre at the present time, and far 
that natter, Francis Laney (soon to move to Los Angeles) appears to be the only 
native resident of the Pacific Northwest who is making a serious endeavor to keep 
the li^ht burning. Thomas Daniels, currently in Washington state, may make a 
splash, but his original habitat is Pomona, California. 

/
Merlin Brown’s personality, a personality most difficult to appraise and be

come used to, seems to bo one of a unique wit, slightly blunted by an acute state 
of myopia. His often rapid comebacks and scathing sarcasms lose some of their ef
fect duo to the fact that this particular oracle omits its opinions from a denture 
missing tho upper plate. These two misfortunes befell Bro:m when ho was working 
in a bumt-out forest ’area in tho Columbias during 1937. An accident with etarred 
wood injured his eyes.

His visual acuity stands a chance of being improved by tho Moyo Clinic after 
the war5 and a local dentist i6 undertaking to restore Brown’s msticetivo prowess 
in tho near future. Meanwhile,- ho commands our respect much in tho manner of a 
badly damaged man o’war which, though greatly handicapped, still manages to put up 
a tough battle when called upon.

Merlin’s chief occupation seems to bo getting himself into verbal duels with 
various members of tho society through a: tendency t^ open his mouth and plunge 
bodily in a^tor it. After a few badly managed salvors, Brown will occasionally 
snap Lack with a devastating broadside which throws his opponent off his founda
tions c T!-cso rapid comebacks arc recognised as often excellent samples of high- 
calibor wit, equalled and matchablc by few. Nevertheless, Merlin often takes a 
terrific beating, but in good graces. An encounter with the Yerkian war machine



still remains epochal.

"Well," ho stated one evening, "Pm getting a divorcee” *

"That shouldn’t be hard,” Yorke snapped back from his usual prone position in 
the corner of the room,

"Oh, I don’t know," Brown began, warming up to the subject, "I’ve got a date 
for Wednesday night."

"And Buns tolls me it’s a blind date arrangement," his tormentor snarled againc

The rest of the discussion followed this lino and is happily lost to memory*

Merlin’s attitude toward the fan world, an environment with which ho was only 
vicariously familiar until his arrival in Los Angelos, sooms to bo epitomised by 
the expression "thud'and blunder". Brown simply landed without a motor and vi th 
his air brakes stuck, smack dab in the midst of the society, much in the manner cf 
Twqol of Mars and his beak-dives into the middle of Tonkins’’diagrams. Having thus 
arrived, and not being able to soo far because of his myopia, ho simply struck out 
in all directions at’once. As in any case of this nature, ho began to encounter 
unforeseen obstacles.

After observing Bronson at work on FANTASITE, Merlin sot about publishing" a 
magazine of his' own. N?t knowing nt the time which end of a stencil wont into- the 
typewriter first, it was necessary for him to enlist the assistance of others in 
tho clubroom. "I want material!" Ko demanded of his associates, looking at them 
intently out of the corner of his oyos.

"What kind of material?" Bronson would demand.

"Anything!" Brown would shriek in desperation.

Eventually items began flowing in. "This stinks," Br:wn would declare. o^> 
"I wouldn’t publish that in the Downtown Shopping News," Furthermore, after Brown 
began to learn which way to turn the handle of the mimeograph, ho instantly bodemo 
an authority on all phases of the mi Oograph and its ailments. "Let mo fix it , 
stoop!" he would rage when Miko'Fern, another recent arrival, who sooms to bo every
body’s right hand ran in the hat, offered his opinions. Bending over the roller— 
for his eyes focus at six inches-—Broun would proceed to "fix" tbe machine. In
evitably it would bo necessary for one or another of the bystanders to roach down 
into the inking drum and pull out a fighting mad Merlin, wash it off with wood al
cohol and set it down in a'chair.

"Oh, it’s those damned stencils." he would, explain, while Morojo or Mike en
deavored to put the mnehind back together again. Tic next night it would bo: "oh, 
it’s that cheap ink wo uso," ar, "Fay can’t we gut the right kind of paper?"

It was during the initial stages of FAN SL/NTS, originally to have been called 
FANTASQUE, that another of Merlin’s move agonising, habits, but. one to which eny ha
bitue of the clubroom must eventually accustom himself, come to light. Tact is his 
continual use of such endearing vocatives as "stoop", "’rip" "dope”, "goon", etc. 
There are six or seven of those which arc used in rotation during the wook.

Tlx- idea of this system is doubtlessly stolen from the Kaywoodic pope ads, 
which advocate the uso of six or seven pipes, one each day, thus, relieving the 
monotony occasioned by using the seme pipe at all times. Tie Khywoodie Company 
gives no clue as to the procedure to bo followed when the whole shobang wears out, 
and as Mr Brown also has had no further inspirations along this line, tho members
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of the society simply have to swallow their egos and resighn themselves'to fate 
of being addresed thusly, "Sit down, stoop’’# Are you comming to dinner, dope?” 
"Bring that crud over here, goon". .And other emarks of a similar vein#

" Goon seems to be most in evidence on thursdays, while on informal occasions 
loke Saturday afternoons are favored with "drip". A brief sense of propriety 
seems to motivate Merlin to limit the more drastic oxplitives to mere "stoop” on 
Thursday nights. ” Dopo"bis employed on Sundays, but they all are more or less 
loosly scattered throughout the wook#

FAN SLANTS’ activities wore the cause of Brown’s running afoul of the cleanup 
Comitteowhich, incidentily, was in the throes of sanity crusa'de at the time# 
This was especially true some w oks ago, during the time when the clubroom was as- 
uming the appearance of a small town editors sanctiun sanctoriun# Much of the 
afore mentioned cluttering was the result of LCr. Brown’s aforementioned encoun
ters with the LASFS mimeograph# Material erupting from this graphic Vesuvius 
would be deposited by Merlin, erupting a matching stream of crabwisc curses, in 
endless piles all over the room, much after the fashion of the pyramid builders 
of Mars,

Efforts made by the Cleanup Committee to induce Merlin to eliminate this sani
tary hazzard would result, if sucossful, in the moving of ono pile from one chair 
to another. After several modest attempts had failed, tho comitteo took a heroic 
stop one '“odnesday evening, and deposited every scrap of paper in evidence in tho 
apartment house incinerator.

Despite all this, the high caliber of FAN SLANTS, Brown*s first publishing, 
suprised many of the members.' Brown himself is proabab.ly as suprised as anyone# 
His scicntifiction activities, after a very erratic start, seem to point toward 
a very sucossful future, especially as his bombastic exterior is being seen thru 
by his more intinate associates.

To bo a popular member of a more frivilous froup within tho club, it is os- 
ontial that tho’ nowcome bo able to dish out that particular brand of coon at a 
rapid rate, especially when the group becomes what it itself terms " carbonic acid 
happy", a degree of ludicris silliness brought on after a meeting by tho consum- 
tion of soft drinks# Merlin started out th this foild of specialized lunacy in 
his typacal thud and blunder'manner# His first trail ballons sent up in the crowd 
regarded as on tho time worn," who was that woman I saw you with last night” "# 
Subsequent attempts worked up through. " why did the chicken cross the road?” •• 
"Hhy,...because Ddglor was comming", to an indlidual style that at times is tops, 
and at others ....Woll...horrendous#

Merlin’s specialization is sort of a misplace pause technique, first started 
by Prof. Collona, on the Popsodcnt program# Qhilo having done’to death an unnecess
ary number of tomes such expressions as,"pass the coffee, pot", Brown feaS a gew 
good stout ones that are worthy of preservation# His "how about a light, fantastic” 
is a fine contribution to Americana, but this perversion reached an all time pros
titution nt the drug store lunch counter when Brown popped up with, "how about a 
men - u. 1

Merlin’s existing interest in Massie was aroused firthwr by his association 
with the classic-loving clique of the society. Along this lino he had many a shat- 
ering experience. '.Then questioned by on enthusiast about a number with which he 
was unfhmilliar, he will become vohoront in his condemnation of it. " oh, it 
stinks", ho will say with great finallity# Evorthing stinks untill B^own has 
hoard it nt least twice or more. While ho would proably. if.confronted with tho music&l score, think it some sorb of a Pnonocian bank lodger( you can bank on 
than , Phoney)!. Brown nevertheless maintains standars of musieij. critisism that



would leave Deems Taylor far behind as'a Slovenly bohemian* There are' few pieces 
with which there is not something wrong.

Though Brown .does own a fairly large collection, by weighty it is scattered 
with most incongrous indifference. Thete are numbers, which he at girst hear
ing most critical of. His' critisdisms are facihating to the followers of 
classical musuc. Th6y ate'blunt and to’ the pont. ” So and so^ couldn’t conduct 
a player piano'S and, ” ph, that band couldn’t play, at a barn dance.

One one occasion', when several of the Society’s members attended a concert 
at the Hollywood Bowl, there was much secret satisfaction that at last Bwon would 
have to admit that everythin was pretty'much allright. The program was an all 
Tschhikowsky, conducted by Bruno Waltervoertually a command performance of his 
favorites. Scarce had the concert begun, however, when Brown began grumbling to 

Ft.hose next to him.

” What id the matter now,” he was asked. 
J 4

”0h,” he growlded'i curdling up in his seat, ” Those big black things.n

He was referring to the scaffolding erected along side the shell, for 
the spolight supports in the forthcomming ballet engaement.

I

Aside from these endearing characteristics which make up this impecable per
sonality, there is one more noticeable item. ‘ That is assumption that the list
ener should know what he,(Brown), is talking about when he doesn’t himself. 
When questioned in desperation as to the fiamc of thb personage that ho is diss- 
cussing, he will snot with dignity^” Wwll, you know', whatchamacall&t",-meanwhile 
looking at you with piecing dissaproval, out of the corner of his eyes, a choice 
muff of this nature occured not long ago when'he was discussing the popularly of 
Ton Paine the movie star woth whatchamacallit.

” Who in tie hell is whatchmacallit,” his audience demanded. 
' *

”0h you know,” Berlin exclaimed in exasperation^ ” That English actor that w 
was over here for awhile.”

” ^ht English Actor”.

” The one that got the divorde^” Brown shouted*. losing all patience woth te 
imbeciles consisting his audiencej ” The one that marriod, you know, whatchmacallit

• Bedlam ensued at this pointy We never did loam the bounder’s, name. .

r- Broun, at this Writings is working in a cannery as some sort'of a super-- 
visor or something, intends to remain in Los Angeles indefinitely, at least untill 
after the war. As librarian'of the LASFS hr has dne a good job in bring order 
out of chaos; his publishing, if it remains on the same high 16vel as the first 
issue of FAN SLANTS, will certainly be a credit to the society^ ( it won’t, p’m 
printing too much material by that jerk Fassbeinder..the ed.) ,' and to the field 
as a whole; and Brown is a staunch party mad, who sees eye to eye with the more 
vigorous members of the society and in his own venachular, " he is a good egg,” 
though like all eggs, he is subject to occasional glutenous. spells, on e the 
whoel, however, what is glutenous for us is glutenous for him.

Aaaaaaaaaaagh I , CARLTON E. FASSBEINDER.
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UKrJ A RTE D
CONTINENTS

BY THE UNIVERSITY EXPLORER

Man has tried his best to make a dent oh the'surface of the earth. H© has 
certainly left his mark on it in a good many ways, in his concern for speed of 
communication, human comfort, and efficiency. He has leveled off mountains or 
defiantly drilled through'them. He has filled in shallow areas, diverted rivers 
from their natural course, and made barren regions blossom.

' Now most of these activities had beneficial objectives. At present, howev
er, he seems to have lost sight'of his constructive abilities in tampering with 
the face of the earth. Instead, he seems to be bont oh wholesale destruction. 
But with all the changes he has been able to acomplish, his efforts are pretty 
trifling in comparison with the forces of nature that govern earth movements. 
And while science has made it possible for him to bring about major miracles in 
revising natural topography', there are still a few problems that will continue 
to stump him — for a while, at leadt. * * /

The legehd of lost continents, for example, has captivated his imagination 
for centuries, but he hasn’t yet succeeded in demonstrating their oxistance on 
the ocean floor. From time to time these legends are revived and fitted out 
with now bits of scientific evidence to prove their oxistance. But so far man 
is till not able to probe the tremendous depths of mid-ocean and make continents 
rise and sink. The stories of The Lost Atlantis and the Lost Continent of LLon* 
uria seem to keep right on providing an alluring mystery for his mind to chen on.

To find out what science has learned about these "lost” worlds, I consul
ted Dr. Norman Hinds, associate professor of geology on the Berkley campus of the 
University of California. Hinds not only refreshed my memory of the legends; 
he also furnished me with some evidence for and against their existence. But 
before I toll you what side heTs on, letrs see how the traditions grew.

The legend of Lost Atlantis may be traced back directly to the Greek phil
osopher Plato. In his dialouge, TheJTinaeus, which was writton about 5oo B.C», 
Plato told a story which hi.; great grandfather had hoard from salon, one of the 
wisest of the ancient Greeks. Solon described the legendary continent of Atlantis 
rich in gold and silver, adorned with magnificent bridges, temples, highways, 
and aqueducts, and supporting a highly-civilized race of people. He'does not 
describe precisely where this continent was supposed to have existed, but says 
that it ’was possible to roach it by passing 1000 mile beyond the pillars of Her
cules. Today the pillars of Hercules are generally considered to bo the straights 
of Gibraltor, Plato relates how tho people'of Atlantis were dissatisfied with 
their own territory. Uerliko and ambitious, they ’set out to subdue the peoples 
"ho lived around Vie Hedoteranian. First they conquered Lgypt and then went on 
to subdue.what is now Italy. Those victoies spurred- them to attack Greece. But 
there they met stiff resistance. After a series of bitter battlos, the Greeks
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defeated the Atlanteans and drove them out of the Medeteranian. shortly after
ward the continent of Atlantis began to rumble and shake, "in .a day and a aighb” 
it sank beneath the eager waters of tho Atlantic ocean.

In the 17th century this highly fantastic legend was reviviod by a Jesuit 
priest, Father Kirchner, who surmised that the Canary Islands and the Azores 
were the lofty summits of submerged Atlantean mountains. From this time untill 
now, writer after writer has' advanced theories concerning the possible location, 
geography, religion, customs, fauna and flora of the mythical Atlantis ahd its 
civilization. ‘Modern discussion oh the subject dates from tho year 1912, whon 
Pierre Tormier, a French geologist, published a volume in which he risked his 
scientific reputation by comming out in favor of tho hypothesis that tho Atlan
tis legend had a strong basis in fact. Since then, other mon of science have 
added their voices to tho controversy.

The legend of the Lost Atlantis has its counterpart'i,n tho pacific, although 
not quite as well known. In the South Pacific is lonely, barren, Easter island----  
about the size of Catalina Island off the coast of Southern California, to the 
east of it lies the Chillean coast of Douth America ---- 2000 milos.away; to tho
West is Pit cairn’s Island ----  1100 miles. Easter island is a mystery oven to
Scientists. Some say that it is the last remnant of a larger island-cohtindnt 
that once existed in that area. More baffling than its water isolation, however, 
are the huge stone statues crowned with red hats that are to be found on-Easter 
Island. The living native do not know how the statues got there. This has giv
en rise to the theory that the island was.one populated by another race of-people 
who have since vanished. These and other factors have generated, tho belief that 
the lost continent of Lemuria, more commonly called the continent of mu, once 
existed in tho South Pacific,.

But while the legend of the Lost Atlantis is deeply rooted in the past, the 
story of Mu is a fairly recent development. Belief in its- existance was stimu
lated when scientists began to study the distribution of plants and animals in 
the islands of the South Pacific. T|py found striking similarities, between the 
island floran and fauna and those existing on Asian and Australian mainlands, in 
an attempt to explain how these plants and animals occured on the islands, they 
reasoned that thore'must have boon a land connection at one-time. According to 
tho theory proposed, there had boon a continental land mass, projected from tho 
Asiatic side and extending far out into the Pacific. , And this land mass must 
have existed very late in geological- time.

So we have the "lost" continent of Mu in tho Pacific and tho "lost” contin
ent of Atlantis in the Atlantic. Hinds Says that if the legend of the lost 
Atlantis were based only on Plato’s story, we might dismiss it as merely an 
attempt to extoll the prownoss of the Greeks, Evon 2500 years ago, the myth of 
Atlantis was a "tall" story, and yet today there are people who take tho legend 
seriously. They try to bolster it with biological, geological and archaoologicl 
proof.

But what is some of this proof and how well does it hold up 7 poll for ono 
thing, ther’s the biological evidence. It is pointed out, for example, that tho 
ancestors of tho wild horse existed in both Asia nad North America. And there
fore, supporters of the theory argue, thor must have boon a continent by which 
they crossed the Atlantic. Woll, at ono time, such a continent did exist, in 
the far North Atlantic. The fossil bones of those animals, however, date back 
more than a million years, while Atlantis was supposed to have existed 12, 000 
years ago•



Archaeology and ethnology haVe been called on to furnish other kinds of 
"proof”. It is said that the Aztec chieftan Montezuma told the Spaniards that 
his people had Come to Mexico from a land far to the east. When Spanish priests 
invaded Yucatan, they discovered that the natives believed their ancestors had 
come from the east after a twelve day journey accross the sea. But the host Ar“ 
chaeological evidence indicated that the Indians of North and south America or- 
igionally cnmc from Mongolia and filtered, down into the Western hemisphere 
by the way of a land bridge at the Bering straights.

The peoples of the Kediteranian'and America also possess a number of simi
lar cultural elements. For example, certain words of the Mayan tounge are to 
be found in the language of the Basques. The pyramid is a familliar early arch- 
itectual form in Mexico ahd Yucatan as well as Egypt. And certain symbolic 
figures such & the serpent, the winged solar disc, and the double serpent, app
ear in both Egypt and Yucatan. But psycholigists and archaeologists have pointed 
out that such similarities may develop without direct contact. It is also quito 
possible that the Mongolian ancestors of the American Indians may have’ brought 
them accross the Bering Straights. Or primitive peoples may have crossed the 
South Atlantic in canoes, bringing with them shreds’ of European culture.

In any case, none of those arguments offer convincing scientific proof. 
They’re little more than interesting points for speculation. For evory argument 
submitted by one side, the other faction can offer equally plausible evidence.

HindS believes, however, that geology doos provide a complotoly convincing 
robutal to tho theory of "lost ” continents. According to Plato’s accountj tho 
continent of ‘Atlantis’was supposed to have suddenly dissapoafed benoath tho waves 
some 12,000 years ago. 'To allow tho gratost possible leeway, it couldn’t have 
existed earlier than 35,000 years ago. Now th«r©boon continental land in 
the area proscribed to the Ldst Atlantis• At sdme time in the remote past, 
there was a projection of land from Europe and Africa^ but it existed and began 
its gradual submergence long before tho broadest time limits that we can give 
to the Atlantis theory.

The down-sinking movements of the earth, by which contintental alnd is sub
merged are accomplished very slowly and gradually. Major sinkings — and "Major" 
means a depth of 6000 feet or more —• are measured ih millions of years* if the 
lost Atlantis sank td the floor of the Atlantic ocean, it would have had to move 
continually at the rate of several inches a year, or with interruptions at a moro 
violent rate. And there is no geological evidence that such a rate of down
sinking has ever occured. Even in the most unstable parts of the world, is 
rarely moro than a fraction of an inch a year, over extensive areas.

Furthermore no continent could have been thus submerged without having pro
duced cataclysmic effects over -a tremendous area. The rapid down-sinking of such 
a continent would have boon compensated for by violent rcprocussions on continen
tal land which is still in existance. And there is no evidence that tho ropro- 
cussion over occured. Cultural evidence also backs this upj for tho kind of 
civilization attributed to the Atlantoans could'not have been developed earlier 
than five thousand years Ago.. If tho submorganco of Atlantis had been accomp
lished within that period, it would have boon broathtakingly speedy from tho 
standpoint of geological time.
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'Similar reasoning applies to the lost continent of MU, at one time, Hinds 
says', there was a large expanse of continental land, extending from the present 
limits of Asia and Australia for some distance into the Pacific,. There is an ex
tensive area of shallow submergence between these continental coasts and the reg
ions beyond the Solomons and Now-Guinea, The islands Within this area are 
higher roaches of what was once continental land.

But. the continent of Mu is supposed to have taken in much wider territory, 
including the volcanic archepelagoes of the mid-Pacific and extending as far south 
east as isolated Paster Island; Some supporters of the theory'include even Hawaii 
within its limits. This means that there must have been a huge continental struc
ture ---- a structure fgr whivh there is no geological evidence. Hinds points out
that the continental rock above sea'level does not occur farther east than Fiji, 
which is some 1500 miles Australia, and nearly twice that distance from Fiji to 
the achepelago in the south Pacific.

If .the continent of Mu had existed late Enough in evolutionary time to ex
plain. the distribution of plants and animals', it must have been submerged very 
recently in terms of geological time. And so, like the Lost Atlantic, MU would 
have had to sink to the ocean floor so fast that there would have, boon violent 
upheavals in all directions. The depth of the mid-Pacific is from fifteen to 
eighteen thousand*feet and greater. Consequently, the sinking of such a contin
ent .would have produced convulsive deformations, and there’s no evidence to show 
that any such drastic changes had taken place, •• '

Furthermore, there’s another kind of geological evidence to disprove the 
lost continent' theory. This comes'from the’action of large'volcanoes, when they 
come up through rbek, eruptions frequently bring up frAgmepts of rock deep within 
the volcano. Now, in a region of shallows submergence, such as the Malay Acha- 
peligo, volcanoes do bring up a type of rdek which is found on continental alnd. 
But the volcanoes of the mid-Pacific have never produced fragments of this sort. 
Instead they prbduee rock fragments, which are believed to*bo characteristic- of 
the ocean floor,'and which have no resembleance to the normal rock structure of 
continental land. Additional proof is furnished by the behavior of earthquake 
waves under the Pacific, And by the determinations of -gravity, ’ These indicate 
that the materials composing the-floor of the Pacific are heavier and different 
in structure than the materials found on .continental alnd.

Hinds feels that it’s to be regretted that public attention qan be rivited 
on such fantastic notions as "lost” continents, when ihore is so much more drama 
in the actual changes of hea and land. It’s known — for example — that in 
times long past, the great continental platforms have- been very different in size 
and outline --- possibly in location, also . .................................
The mechanism of earth, movements is so complex that there is‘still much to be 
learned. How they operate, and why, are‘mysteries more challenging than Atlantis 
or Mus which will peauc the curiousity of scientists for many years to come.
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MOO X
Turning from a steady diet of fiction.' lest we become as addle- 

pated as the other fans on fandom ( humor ), we looked about for some
thing pleasant in the non-fiction field, and found two that are marve
lous stimulants to the fan imagination. In spots they are as fantast
ic as a Capt. Future yarn, but not nearly so worthless.

We refer to:
’’Atlantis - The Antedeluvian World", by Ignatius Donnelly; Harp
ers, New York, 1910. a n d
"A Treasury of Science" edited by one Harlow Shapley (and others) 
from Harpers, New York, 1943,

The Atlantis volume deals with the author’s theory that Atlantis 
is the true mother country of almost all the peoples of the world; and 
contains several illustrations and maps, based on reported facts, to 
bolster this supposition.

Donnelly’s beliefs may be briefly summarized as follows:

1, The colonies of Atlantis were world-wide, but were mado most
ly along the sea coasts and the inland waterways easily accessible to 
the Atlantic Ocean-including, incidentally, our own gulf coast area & 
the Mississippi and Ohio rivers’ area.

■2. The pyramid form in architecture is strictly Atlantean in or
igin, and that the colonies copied it for various purposes. He points 
out that pyramid variations are found in such separated places as Ohio 
and Canadian Indian Burial Grounds, Mexico, Indo-China, South America, 
and England.

3. The Deluge -of the Bible is simply the twisted story of the 
sinking of Atlantis, a story handed down by each colony in terms of 
its own nationalistic culture.

4,- That the civilization of Atlantis was practically as high as 
our own, and that they possessed much machinery.

This book, though old, can be found fairly easily in second hand 
book stores; and a Chicago mail-order house advertises new copies for 
a coupla bucks,

"A Treasury of Science" is just that, Selling at four dollars, 
its 700 pages present such names as Huxley, Einstein, Eddington, leans 
end many, many others.

Together, and with otters, these men present, briefly, the sum of 
modern knowledge in such widely diversified fields as-astronomy, life 
on other worlds, geology, atoms, earthquakes, weather, mathematics; 
radium, chemistry, biology, space and time, life, zoology, ancestors, 
missing links, heredity, the unborn, medicine, diseases, brains, and 
lack of them, and man’s future.

To finish the volume, J.B.S.Haldane has contributed an article ha 
calls "The Last Judgement" - a story-like article on the "end" of the 
world, as told from a Venerian’s viewpoint. The odd fact about this 
end is that it really isn’t the end of the world, but only the end of 
life on it. Afterwards, so says the Venerian, Venus will colonize the 
new Earth. - 57 -





^^TOPU
A Tale of Fandom 
By Phil Bronson.

“Grandpa, tell me a story—please?11 The little girl perched herself expectant
ly on the bld man's knee? smiling up into his thoughtful fac-e#

11 Aetory? Well, what do you want to hoar about?" He stroked his long white 
beard reflectivelyo

::0h6 tell me a story of Earth—about the great revolution^"
"Well, let’s see now • • c did I ever tell you the complete, inside story? Not 

the way they tell it im your history books, I mean the real facts# It all startedj 
of course, the day the Alien Spaceship landed on Earth • • # ’ * ;

? . **#**#*♦»**# ' *• - , t •!

The young man stood eyeing the siyery craft incredulously, his mouth open. The. 
spaceship (it couldn’t be anything but", a spaceship, he knew) hung motionless a few 
feet above the 1 awnWithout warning, a. tiny door slid open in the gleaming sideb
and the amazed ohlooker -turned to flee* . Before he had run more than ten feet he. was 
caught in a fay of violet light and lifted bodily into the air# Panic■stricken, he.- 
watched the ground recede beneath him, and ’then he was ’inside ‘the spaceship#

"Greetings, Earthman," uttered a Something which stood facing him# Of course,• 
it didn’t speak aloudr for it had no mouth; but the young man knew instantly that 
he was dealing with telepathy# * ■ • • -u

"UTup," he" replied# He was thinking the creature resembled a Cartier illustra- 
tion from Unknown Worlds# .* -

"You may call me Splrfsk," continued the monster happily# "It sounds something 
like what my name would be, providing* I had a name#" «

"Ulp," the man repeated# "Who—what are you?" he croaked#
"Well, it would be well for you to think of me as a Martian, although I really 

don’t come from Mars#
"ChJ* said the young man# ‘
"I am the sole living representative of a race that once dwelt on a planet in a 

far-off"system," the tentacled monster explained# "I shall soon die rayself—don’t 
ask me how I know, I just do# And Iwant to do a good deal before I join my friends 
in oblivion#" , y.

"How does that affect me?" inquired the young manj having regained a bit of his 
nfc orapoeureo ; ' •

The Thing flicked a tentacle impatiently# "I happened to»be cruising over 
Earth on a sight-seeing tour when I caught some of your thoughts—about spaceflight,.... 
the war, the Martians, and so forth • • «"

"Oh," said the young man# "Isee#" * ‘ . •
"No you don’t see# Here’s the idea in a nutshelll I am going to give you this: 

spaceship., and all of the wondrous equipment with which it is equipped# There are 
scientific wonders in this craft that you have heard of only in your fantastic fic* 
tion, and they shall be yoursl" Sprlfsk finished with an impressive flourish of 
three or four tentacles (even his tantacles had tentacles)# ’ „

111 see," remarked the young man wisely#
"No, you don’t see," snapped Splrfsk# "I can see in your mind that you don’t 

see#".
11 But whq.t am I supposed to do with all these marvels?"
"I’m coming to that—be patient# Your world is torn by war, a war which is un

necessary in the light of the equipment which I am about to give you# Now, accord
ing to my calculations..you and your brethren — ’fans’ I believe they are called — 
are the best suited to bring^a new era to Earth • • •"
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”0h,” breathed the young man, ”1 s—”
»stop interrupting# I shall instruct you in the use of many remarkable ins^ru- 

ments—death rays, synthetic food machine, invisibility beams, and so on—and wP-h 
the po^er that lies in these gifts you can halt these senseless battles and fo;.m a 
permau-ntt unified, state; it will be a mighty, progressive, powerful Earth, welded 
toge+hex* by'/the fans with their powers, functioning smoothly and efficiently • ♦ © 11 
Splrf&k paused dramatically, waving his tentacles excitedly# ’’There, doesn't that 
sound nice?11

hesitated the young man# ”Do you think it will work?’1
"Of course it will work,” exclaimed the creature indignantly# ’’However, if you 

don’t want these things » • #”
”Oh yesA Yes, of courser”
’’Well. then • • i you see, I know all about these brother stiffanscof yours, and 

their dreams of a better, scientifically advanced world# You will recruit your help
ers and administrators from among their ranks#”

”0h,” said the young man^. his brow furrowed, 111 see#”
”No,” said Splfrsk in exasperation© ’’You still don’t see#” He indicated a 

strange machine resting in a corner of the chamber# ’’That will give you a complete 
working knowledge of all the machines I shall turn over to you# It will help you to 
understand our little 4 • .plot# For lack of a better name we will term it the Jorp 
machine# Please do me the honor of climbing into it#” Splrfsk slithered over to the 
Jorp machine, nearly tripping over a rebellious tentacle, and made several adjust
ments# ’’Come now,” he said, ”it is ready • . • ”

Several months later, a group of U.S# soldiers were astounded to witness Corp
oral Milton A# Rothman vanish into thin air before their very eyes#

”0h, my Gawd,” moaned one of them piteously, ’’that settles it; I’ll never touch 
a drop again* Not a drop#” ‘

Many miles away from this touching scene, at the YMCA in Minneapolis, an odd 
assortment of humanity known as the MFS, also disappeared into thin air#

”1 can’t understand it,” wailed a befuddled clerk, ’’they have all vanished# Yet 
no one left the building#”

"But they still owe us a dollar for the rent of 303,” protested another clerk#

In Battle Creek, Michigan, a young couple sat on a park bendh*
"Close your eyes, sweetheart, I have a surprise for you#” x
The girl complied, leaning over ever so slightly# The boy. smiled devilishly, 

leaned forward to take her into his arms • • #and vanished*
She girl opened her eyes*
"Well, for— Why that cadi That • • .beast! I’ll never speak to that Walt 

Liebscher again-—he ditched mel”
—• w ■

In Los Angeles a group of fans were partaking (of malts in a small cafe. Sudden
ly-1- they were gone, their straws falling back laxly in the half-emptied malt con
tainers#

"Eeeawkl” screeched a neurotic waitress, falling in a dead-faint.
"Hey!" yelled her more practical-minded sister, "they didn’t payl”

All over the world these mysterious disappearances were taking place# And, a 
few months later a strange voice was heard over the radios of the world, issueing a 
strange ultimatum to the warring powers. People scoffed at the dire threats and fan* 
tastic'promises. But public opinion soon changed when various dictators, and others 
in power evrywhere began to vanish. Mysterious instructions were issued and the arm
ies were ordered to start the process of reconstruction. A world state was in the 
formation. People objected to the high-handed methoMs employed, naturally, but not 
outwardly, for no one relished the thought of vanishing.
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Somewhere in a desert in the U.S, there was a powerful fortress, in this for
tress a strange group'carried on a strange discussion.

'"But I tell you, Forry, this plan can't work. This splrfsk calculations were 
wrong, obviously. Ono can’t—"' ' . '

"We’ve cone this far, Don, and wo can’t quit now/’ replied a tall, quiet indi
vidual fron the head of the table.

"I agree'with'Wollhcin," entered a lanky, dark-haired person.
"I don’t, Bob,” interjected a shorter person. ’’Somehow I still think we can 

pull through and achieve this grand goal. I know it sounds hopeless, but—«
At this.moment .a figure at the far end of the table leaped .into the air with' a 

horrifying shriek. "Dammit,” ho said, "Kornbluth’s under the table:"'
"Cyril, come on out from under there and behave, like a. good f^n,” admonished 

Morojo. "I thought you had.promised to give up those'.practical joke^."
"To continue," said Milty, "how can wo hope to form a. unified'world, when there 

is so much dissension among us? No two fans, can agree on what the world should bo 
like,” ' •'------ ' ■“ ' ...................

"Halt a minute," said Forry. "Where’s Sam Russell?"
"In the library, pawing dvdr some recent.additions,--?said he’d bp along."
"Oh. And Hornig, and Yorke, and Brackndy?" . •
"They wont over to the bar about an hour ago to notify-Brazier, Landy, and 

Lowndes of the mooting." ' .. ..
"Oh,” said Forry resignedly*.. ■ "I'-scc."
"No you don’t see," barked Speer, banging his fist on the table, "we^rc in a 

rut and we*rd not doing anything—"
"Right," interrupted a curly-haired chap, *’ the people of the world will re

volt soon, and then what? They’ve discovered our stronghold. They’re hopping mad 
over what they call a ’Now Dictatorship’. Don’t you soo that they’re not ready yet 
for such advancement? And they’re not overjoyed at the disappearances:"

"But Dickson,” protested Forry,. J’wo’ro taking good' carp of those people; oven 
the worst of them." ' ' ‘ '

Into the room at"this time burst ah excited person* "MigawdJ" he moanedj "the 
mobs are comingl”

"What’s coming?"'chor used the assemblage.
"An army—planes, tanks, everything ..."
"Damn," ejaculated someone, " nowxwc’ll havetto fight and cause senseless 

bloodshed.
"It’s come at last," sighed Ackerman. "You know we can’t fight them ..."
"Then . . .then, therefs only one alternative," sighed Froehafor.

"Oh but Grandpa, that’s not alll What happened when the army attacked the 
fortress? How did the'fans escape?

"Eh, what’s that, child?" said Grandpa'Ackerman, removing'his gaze from a prot 
ty young thing strolling down the walk. "Oh, the escape. Well, wo all crowded into 
the spaceship and whisked away, leaving and empty fortress and a host of baffled 
baffled prisoners to greet the advancing army.

"Did the spaceship come straight to Venus then, Grandpa?"
"No, child, wo flew to the Moon first, in the vain hope that it would provide 

livable condition^; but, of course, it didn’t, so wo embarked for vonus."’
"And I know the rest from there: the village of Venusberg was built, and from 

it grew this great city'in which wo now live—Futuria. And now wo have a little 
civilization all of own, which Earth doesn’t oven know about, don’t wo?

"Er, yes’dearm that’s right • « .’’
"Grandpa, did you seo tho now bracelet which Undo Milty gavo me?"
"Yessir . . .1 see it ♦ • * Grandpa Ackerman was stroking his long white board 

and looking in the other direction.
"No you don’t seel" exclaimed tho little girl, petulantly, jumping from his 

kneo. ’You’ve got that look in your oyo again," she accused. "Oh: sore como those 
other old moni" - 61 -



CONTINUED FRCE^ PAGE 21—SAUNDER’S EFFIGY...by Rimel)
Troubled'; sho returned to the lifing room# Then she heard the dound again. 

And this time sho trembled. The noise was cornming from upstairs.

Burglars ? Why^ they had nothing worth taking. And in this second 
class residential district robcry was unheard of. She held her breath and' 
started up the stairway. Sho got half way when the disturbance came again. 
This time it was closer: it soomed to be a wooden tapping as if something 
were hammering the floor with'a mallet. Going further, she discovered that 
the odd commotion emanated from Noman’s locked room.

Heavens aboveI Did he hafc some kind of an animal trapped there0 it 
couldn’t bo Norman— She’d been in the living room all evening whiting for 
the phone to ring* Sho tried to bolster her courage with a smile'; but her 
lips trembled and wouldn’t turn upi

'She walked slonly toward the locked, door. All was quiet now; strangely 
4 quiet; Thon a burst of sound struck her ears —- a rasping cough chilled her 

brain. Sho cringed against the wall opposite the door, Those sounds soomdd 
to be a hideous imitation of Norman’s voice. She wanted to run; to scream, 
but her muscles would not mbve, She stood transfixo.d in terror,

* >
- The awful wooden tapping came again. It was nearer the door. There was 

a sudden metalic scrape and click. A key was being put in the lock --from 
the inside «••.••••••••

Thore was much fumbling., and the- door knob turned. Her eyes watched it; 
her. lips writhed, but sho could make no sound, A burst of insane gibbor, a 
few words'knifed her. consciousness. • ' •• ’ -

"... can’t ... got out I Dead I • • .Emma -

The door flew open and sho saw a hideous cloth ahd wooden travesty 
of her husband. It fell on tho floor in front of her, whore, it squirmed 
a moment and ley still, the-eyes in tho parchment face staring glassily 
at the ceiling, Emma fainted.

___________________THE END ______________

FANTOPIA’..... conclude d

” Err,' I must* go now, child harrumphl”
” You can’t fool me”, declared the child, hands on hips. ” I know where 

you’re going”, Ypu’rc going with those- other old men to make ono of those 
silly old ’’fanzines”, again”. .

’’Harrumph” . : . .

THE END. ’ •
'!• *;< V >’< ‘k s'v ajc *!• *!*

* • »
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NORCON
by Cpl Gus Wilinorth. 

t EDITOR’S NOTE) This article arrived too late to be included in SIBLING THRU 
ALBION, and to keep it from getting too dated, we present it here).

It all started, strenously. There I was with a suitcase and a typewriter", 
both heavy. Then it was that the gods of war deerbed that there would be no 
liberty run into town that night. Quite evidently, I would like to qalk the 
eight mile into toon unless I was fortunate enough to hitch a ride. After 
the first few miles I was picked up and deposited at the red cross club, where 
I passed the night.

Early on the morning of the 30th we boarded a train for lancasterj' and Roy 
Rowldnd Johnson read on the way a dolightfull little talc, Lepreochauns, and ^rish 
gods, called, n The Crock of Goldy. At Johnson’s residence there was Art Gard
ner up from Warwick way to see Johnson. Unfortunately he fras unable to attend 
the N^rcon---- a common disability. Later in the Evening , we met pete corb- 
isley, who due to the fact that'five pounds wore not immediately procurrable, 
was unable to attend the norcon.

lifter staying the night at Johnson’s, we took off for Manchester.

We arrived in the city about ten o’clock, amisst a shower of rain, and about 
an hour and a half ahead of schedual. Consequently there was no one at the stat
ion to meet us. However we had one of those maps that fans hold conventions 
about ... may Ghu protect us from such things in the next reincarnation. Trust
ing whole heartedly to the instructions, nevertheless', we boarded a bus and 
headed for the cafe whore the norcon was to be held. After some difficulty we 
arrived. After getting settled proceeded to Ron Lane’s residence, we waited 
for some time before soemone told us that the train from here did not go by 
Dickinsin street. After more diificllty we finnaly arrived at Ron’s home.

At Lane’s house, we found that he and J.'Michael Rosenbloom had gone to 
have some tea nad meet us When they returned, the evening was, as usual, spent 
teeing end fanning in the acustomcd manner.

The next day, after fa”ning untill LAM the previous night, Ron pradbury, 
George Ellis, Ron Lane, Miko Rosenbloom, Roy Johnson, and myself' joined Ron 
Holme sound Rita James and formed the Norcon.• Around eleccn, Ellis and 
myself went to exchange'station to meet John Millard. Nor any pete Nott wbp 
might have been comming. The train was two ho rs late, hdwever, so the fans 
toured the cafe(s and the dornrown section of MANCHESTER^

It was decided at the meeting to make an official booklet as there had been 
no provisions made for recording the happing of the Norcon.' so the Wilmorth 
typer was pressed into service, and stencils were prodiuced. The Lane sitting 
room already littered with varous fan articles now ho'camo a vertible printer’s 
heaven, with paper, and talk flying in all directions. A runring account of 
the events was sent in progress. >

All this ceased abruptly and we went to the local, zoo, play g round etc. 
There ~o warch our little brethern ^atch us. They were non- eommital.
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Zig, zig, zig. Death in cadence 
Striking with his heel a tomb, 

Death at nidhigat'plays a dance tune, 
Zig, zig? zag', on his violin.

The winter wind'blows, and the night 
is dark.,

Moans are heard in the linden-tree;
Through the gloom white skeletons pass 

Dunning and leaping in their shrouds, 
/ / t •

Zig, zig, zig, each one is frisking, 
The bones of tho dancers are heard 

to crack----

* **
But histI Of a suddeh they quit the round 

They push forward, they fly; tho cock 
has crowed.

---- Henri Cazalis



This issue of FAN SLANTS, to some extent commemorates two yers in fandom* 
A little over'a year of this time has been spent in the LAEFS* While it has 
been ejoyable, belonging to An organization of this kind is not all it is cracked 
up to be* For the most part, the aquainances and freindships I have made here 
have been to the good. However, some of the leading fans do not come up to my 
idea of what a well balanced science fiction fan should and could be.

To me, sciece fiction, and fandom are'an enjoyable hobby, I find fans, for 
the most part to be broad minded, tolerant, varied in the modes of living and 
manners of expression, This is exactly as it should be. However the very nat
ure of science fiction would lehd on to believe that persons who avidly pursue 
this type of "escape literature, should; in some measure be interested in the 
world of the future, or one or another of the physical and social sciences. 
And because of the nature of stf, I had expected these people to have a broad 
and intelligent outlook on these subjects, and'also to feel that they were a 
part of the interests of Science-Fiction fando,•

In the first issue of Fan Slants, I printed an article by Francis T. Laney. 
on the fututre of Civilizatio. The article was recievcd very well by most of the 
fans, but I was soon informed by one of the old gaurd that this sort of thing had 
no place in fandOm and therefore should be omitted from fan pulivatuons* on that 
subject, however, I still think I am write and will continue to publish such 
articles as long as they are acceptable to the majority of my readers.

Another acute problem has roared its ugly head within the confines of the 
LASFS. Outside of SLAN SHACK at Battle Creek, this si the only club at the present 
time that maintains a regular clubroom outside of any og the members horns* N^ 
we have come to the question as to whether the clubroom shall be used soley for 
Sciontifictional purposes, ( publishing, reading etc) o± whether it can also be 
used as sort of a place where the fans can get together for purely social pur
poses. Out of the question has'come a great deal of wrangling which culminated 
in the formafion of the Khanves, and the recent resignation of Fran Laney as Bir
ector.

The chief objection og the conscrvitivos seems to bo to the possibility of 
drinking within those ha,lowed walls. uany of the would bo inbibers have boon 
told that drinking and stf do not and can not mix. For that matter neither do 
nudes constitute either fantasy, science fiction or weird work. ^t is almost 
impossible for any hornal individual to become totally immersed in scientif
ic tional activities. Even the most rabid of us likes to go to a show, out with 
woemen and even take a drink. Vie might even feel like sitting in the clubroom 
and discuss something other than stf or who is top fan' * ^any of the members 
of the LASFS live some distneo away from the clubroon , and that place becomes 
very conveinient place to meet when several arc planning an evening at other 
than the sacred activities, Therfore wc moot there end go on about our buisness 
of the evening only to be told by a certain high ranking fans that wo ere no 
longer good gans because we prefer to go out instodd of trying to put out as ’ 
much useless crap os they do. They need to put it out to keep up the illusiont 
qe don’t. We know that wc can pick up again in the morning feeling refreshed 
because we had ceased out activities long enouh to onjoy ourselves in some 
other way. Perhaps wo are wrong. But I doubt it. ( Cent, page 64)



in its speeches, but in its financial support. This has been as true of the cosnm- 
unist Party in this war as it will prove to be of the Conservative party.

Similarly, we should be cognizant of the gulf betweem the idea and the reality 
Of political action; i. e.: of the numerous forces and motives that act upon & 
modify the idea in process of becoming a reality. It is easy to sit around a 
table and decide that a certain result in the economic field is desirable; it is 
not too easy to decide upon the most suitable means to gaining that result; and 
it’s practically impossible to gain that result in its original form, compromise, 
ruthlessness, haltings, even retreat, will all affect the purity of the project, 
here defeating it, and there developing it beyond the predicted scope, but what
ever happens you must always know what to do next - not what would be nice fifty 
years hcnco. Stalin owes his survival to this; ho has accurately deduced the 
facts of the moment and correctly acted upon them, according to his ulterior aims, 
even when he has to apparently deny his ulterior aims in doing so.

I think that a number of British fans arc at this stage of recognizing all the 
obstacles between them and their ambitions, and perhaps the near impossibility of 
attaining them, whereas - if LlCyd Connorly’s proposal is typical of many of VoM’s 
readers1 political development , it would appear that'some of the u« S« fans have 
yet to surmount the initial and simplest difficulty , that of establishing prin
ciples and objects.

In this country I think we have settled that matter; wo are socialist. Tn fact 
if a general election wore possible during tho war, I am certain that the country 
would return a Socialist majority. Tho cnsucing question is- how shall wo estab
lish a socialist system in this country, by pacific or violent Moans ? well, 
obviously, by pacific means, if possible; the drawback being that at tho firsst 
real threat those interested in tho survival of the present capitalistic system 
will naturally fight like tho 'devil. wG have never had a majority government 
representing Labor in this country, and I think that unless tho mood of the people 
is very much more alert and militant than it was before tho war, L-nbor will again 
bo forced into second place or - if it gains office - rendered impotent by the 
forces that really control the country. Any legislative measures bidding to really 
put the country on an all out socialist basis will be defeated, sabotaged, or 
hopelessly modified in their passage through Parliament, and rendered innocuous in 
practice by the opposition st: 11 in control of the economic system. The first aim 
of Connerly - if he wants his non-profit economic system - would seem to be the 
seizure of the tools of'production, the control of which would master the econom
ic life of the country, when the opposition to any progressive programme ho may 
have will be deprived of its chief weapon. But can this bo carried’out consti
tutionally ? If the British capitalists behave according to precedent, they will 
not peacefully allow the results of whole lifetimes of development and scheming to 
pass into the government’s hands, leaving them powerless and considerably poorer, 
if still comfortably rich. Neither would their American Counterparts. so it 
would seem that, having chosen a path to violent opposition, Lloyd would be forced 
to decide that he would ruthlessly suppress all sabotage of his efforts to estab
lish an economically and socially just state. This decision is implicit in the 
Bolshevik policy.

But now another philosophical and very fundamental question arises; one which, 
overshadowing all others, is facing all progressive individuals outside the soviet 
Union ( whose government has solved the problem for itself ) ; a question which i 
have been discussing lately with Douglas Webster and one or two others.The prob
lem: ” Are murder, oppression, and intimidation justified oven if your aims are 
the ultimate good and freedom of the populace? And (probably more important 
do you think that your ideals of scientific thinking and humane action would sur
vive a bitter struggle between two forces amounting to what Disraeli ( I think, ) 
called the two nations, the nation of the rich and the nation of the poor?”

It’s essentially a personal question of conscience and the individuals ideas of 
morality and ’that vague abstraction which wo call good. If your answer to the 
problem is NO, then you perhaps say goodbye to your Utopia. Your answer can be 
"YES only if you have tho guts or the callownoss to have your own way nt tho



expence of many people’s lives, or happiness, or careers, in other words, at the 
price of a considerable, if temporary, increase in human misery: and if you ^re 
absolutely convinced that your course, and no other, is the only mewhcdof 
acheivjng reasonable results.

Sic Bolsheviks detcrmingd upon ruthlessness, but they evolved in a country ef 
ruthless politics and could find easier justification^ This extremely difficult 
question has been posed, and the results of the two decisions illustrated in two 
thoughtful works of fiction - ’’Odd John” and ’’But Without Horas”0 yn the 
former, those with the power of building..a Utopia decided bnat the necessitated 
struggle would both deny the robuilder’s altruistic motives and weaken their 
ability to think disinterestedly and scientifically about their opponents and 
theib problems after the struggle. In the Unknown story, John ?Siller decided wo 
carry through his Utopian measures against all opposition; you no doubt recall 
the consequences of his actions, wholesale deprivation, disruption.of normal 
life, and ruthless murder. Wo presume that Miller succeeded, but was ib wcrch 
the misery? No doubt it was - to the children and the unborn, but after all 
Miller was a super-being. Could Lloyd Connerly, for instance, be positive that 
his desires are, and would remain, immaculate? In fact, our judgement of the 
Russian Communitst must depend for its character largely upon whether we think 
that' the motives of Stalin and his co-partners have been and remain unblemished 
with personal considerations, or do not think so. Whether indeed, the CR / can 
unerringly choose the right path for the peoples of the USSR- (This argues 
against all totalitarian government, of course.)

Let us suppose Lloyd Connerly to have made his decision, which will probeUIy 
have to bo for violence, and that he is ready to'commence action. What is next? 
Why, whatever the chosen course, the next thing, and the next, and the next,ana 
the next, is (back where wo started) the correct deduction of the oxistant 
facts and faithful action uopn them. And that is a job for those with an inti
mate and widespread knowledge of the country in which they are working.

So changing the world is not quite a matter of proposing four points for dis
cussion and approval to a small circle of friends, or even joining the Associa
tion of Progressive Societies and Individuals which - if not now defunct - pro
mulgated such rational views as that the Chinese had exactly the same desiresas 
the British. Nor is it a matter of joining the Conservative party, or the L^-bor 
or Communist Party, and resting content with being a fully paid-up member. They 
must be prepared - according to their choice - for a long, cunning, relentless 
struggle everywhere against a hard and psrwerful opposition in all fields of 
public service, with a prospect of possible failure, or for a physical and 
bloody war upon the same interests with all its accompanying dangers; and the 
prospect of possible failure. These people will face those realities frdm the 
start, or consider all their talk and discussions so much wasted breath,, in that 
respect, I fully agree with Douglas that all this formation of clubs, national 
associations, and especially the Gotting-Together-and-Doing-Things is sickening■ 
I never did like it, and I dislike it more as the war and this tendency cf ion 
for formal association develops apace. Doug is thd psychologist, but even bo me 
it all smacks too much of the Black Hand Gang, and similar joys of my youth; 1~ 
makes me wodder whether these will ever snap out of the desire to put their 
heads together, and whisper, and make plans, and have a communal cash lox. for 
catapults and other weapons, and sally forth boldly to the rescue of a nulg-’hoi’s 
daughter, and sack the empty house at the corner. And all the rest of coil5- 
hood’s ’’trailing clouds of glory.” The Ku Klux Klan, the Freemasons- and oho 
Order of the Druids all have the same psychological basis with those efCotts of 
fandom. Don’t think I’m decrying all these societies: I'm not. 'But there 
is a deplorable tendency to rush into associations at the least excuse, which in 
the case of political'questions, is particularly inane. I’m a fanarchiste $?o is 
Douglas; and like him, I steer clear of all my compatriotSs clubby avtuh

I hope I haven’t been boring you with my.meanderings, but I cannoc pass over 
Perhaps you could communicate this letter to him? I’m willing to sustain 
the reactions.”
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LLOYD CONNERLY
- - So Benny thinks fandom cannot do anything about world. conditions ? 

"ell, wo can vote, can’t we?
Admittedly, there is little thet fandom alone can accomplish, but what if we 

branch out, get support from those outside of fandom? Hore of this later.
Milty, how long doe." it take to get out of the ’’burning idealism stage?”
No, we are not going to make plans to buck these incredible pressures, these 

changes that take place almost of their own accord, wasn’t it you, Milty , who 
onco said that science indicates the paths open to us, but does not attempt to 
choose which we should follow? Science fiction, as you are well aware, has 
indicated many, many times where each leads.

Unless there is an active, organized resistance against thorn, the forces of 
Fascism and dictatorship will force the world right back into another dark ago, 
from which it might not evolve for some thousands of years. There arc such 
organizations and movements, of course. Their name is legion. Neither group is 
bucking thes -pressures, but seeks only to direct their course.

And that is what I would suggest that an organization of science fiction fans 
do.

ith one possible exception, mentioned later, thermo is no one movement , or 
any ton movements, strong enough to bring oven one of those fine points to 
fruition in the next 100 years. But with scores of movements, each in itd own 
way working towards the same end, and then, when the turning point comes,all put
ting their pressure tm boar at the points it will do the most good, all of those 
objectives can bo realized soon enough for us to spend the last twenty-five years 
of our lives in peace and comfort.

Milty, and particularly Eric, misunderstand my intentions. I do not plan and 
have no desire that the movement which may grow out of our little association of 
science fiction fans , shall be the key movement in bringing about those changes. 
The most I expect of it is that it shall exert its pressure at the right time and 
place. If it numbers among its membership a few who otherwise would not know 
where or bow to help in the transformation, it shall not have lived in vain. 
Given tine enough, it might become nationally known, probably as a "hot-bed from 
which radical propaganda is desseminated.” Conceivably, it might emerge as a 
political'party, or even a co-operative, rapidly approaching the stage of self- 
suffiency, depending upon what course of action we decide to follow, the 
quantity and duality of leaders wo may develop, and the number of years in which 
we have to develop them. But oven if we had ^decades of healthy,unhampered growth, 
we still would bo unable to institute oven one of those fine points without the 
assistance of other movements. The most wo can ever hope to do is to aid in turn
ing the flow of socia], political, and economic changes into the best available 
channel.

As to whether or not I am willing to spill blood to obtain my objectives; the 
answer is an emphatic ”no.” The bonds of Brotherhood cannot bo tied by force and 
physical violence. Brotherhood is a mutual feeling of love, confidence and under
standing; a willingness to work for the common good and a desire that the fruits 
of our labor shall be equally enjoyed by all. Nothing destroys these qualities 
quite so quickly or thoroughly as class hatred and revolution. If the means of 
production and distribution must be forcibly seized, that very seizure will re
quire the leadership of strong, ruthloss, men, men who neither ask nor give wuar 
ter and to whom any means is justified by the end. such mon, once they got 
avtasto of blood & power, easily lose sight of their goal and seek to add to tcir 
own prestige and glory. Uith the country already drenched in fraternal blood, 
with hatred, suspicion, and the lust to kill rampant throughout the land, it is 
then but a step to the complete seizure of the reins of Gov’tmont and the ostab— 
lishment of a Fascist state - a stop which would then be much easier to take then 
to reestablish a fooling of trust and good-will among the populace.
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No, ny friends, Brotherhood cannot be thrust upon non from without, it
come from within, as a result of 
a love which must embrace not onl?.

an ospnnding consciousness and growing 
one’s immediate family, but which must

love—* 
go out

and beyond, and encompass the largo." family of humanity.
Erie, why don’t you thnik that "a practically universally equal wage” ’’has

a dog’s chance?” Your definition of my term, ”A non-profit economic system” may 
or may not be right, depending upon your definition of the word, ’’Socialism.” 
by it you mean "state Socialism”, as do-fined by Milty, that is not what i had in 
mind. His term an 1 definition of "democratic Socialism" is’acceptable; but j 
usually steer clear of the Word socialism, for fear of being misunderstood, there 
being nothing in the world today which answers that description. I Commonly use 
the term, economic democracy, and'occasionally, industrial democracy, meaning by 
then, "the democratic, cooperative, and equal ownership and operation of the means 
of production md distribution."

I cannot agree with Eric that the possibility of an universe1 auxiliary language 
is"quite remote without an unprecedented alternation id the State Departments relat
ive to foreign affairs." If every Esperantist in the world toddy would teach Es
peranto to just one additional person in 1943, and each Esperantist in the world at 
the end of 1943’ would teach Esperanto to one additional'person'in 1944, and so on, 
year after year, by January 1,'1949, evdry literate man, woman, and child on earth 
would be able to rend, write, and speak Esperanto, and without the aid of ( more

than likely in spite of) State Departments or any other federal agency.
By "a highly personalized medium of exchange," I mean a form of money that can 

be spent only by the person to whom it is issued.
Well, there it is, Is anybody with me?
What we need now, if we are ever to do more than go in circles, is a secretary. 

The first job would be to conduct a poll to determine if there are enough fans in
terested to make it worth while to go ahead with the project. The'job wouldcnot be 
heavy for some time to come, but I cannot do it myself, because, at the moment t 
Have other irons in the fire. Are there any takers for the job?

Bee£ you have been saying you were willing'to either lead or be led; how about 
you taking the job, at least temporarily, until wo can elect someone to that 
office? If anyone else is interested, please write me.

I have tentative plans (subject to the approval of, or modification by, the mem
bers) for the immediate formation of the association and for its conduct for the 
first year of its existence, but I will not give them until I know that there are a 
few who are definitely interested.

And unless this call nets a secretary, this very likely will be the last letter 
in which I will take the initiative. So, its up to you, fans do you really waM 
to try to do something about world conditions, or were you/merely talking just to 
hear the wind blow?

Editor’s note - - - these three letters were written quite some time 
ago, and a lot has passed under the bridge since then. World 
conditions have changed considerably, and so have the political 
attitudes of many of the world’s peoples.
Fandom has gone far since Lloyd Connerly made his proposal back in 
ths twenty-third issue of VOM. Ilia insane COSMIC CIRCLE has arisen 
like'a spectre before fandom, and has almost expired. On the other 
hand, the NATIONAL FANTASY FAIT FEDERATION had almost collapsed, and 
is now being ambitiously resurrected. Art Sehnert is making another 
attempt to organize fandom, and there are rumors of a reorganization 
of the old NEW FANDOM group. Local clubs have come and gone, and 
Lloyd himself has not since been heard from. I ipyself have shifted 
viewpoints, for whereas I nt first hold the same enthusiasm ns Lloyd 
here expresses, the shock of the COSMIC CIRCLE has'matured me a bit, 
and I am much more inclined to side with Eric (who, by the way is 
now in the R.A.F.address 1447891 LAC Hopkins E.C., RAF, 33 SFTS, 
Carberry, Manitoba, Canada) Anyhow, lets hear the ideas of some of 
the rest of you • • • •
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